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Abstract 

This study explores the current state of affairs within the European External Action Service 
(EEAS) regarding geographical and gender balance. The study briefly outlines the political 
and legal background to both issues. The issues, however, pose distinct but related 
questions. Both demand long-term strategies, especially in the light of the shorter term 
legacy problems inherited by the EEAS from its constituent components. The issues are 
distinct in the sense that geographical balance lacks any obvious benchmark and thus notion 
of what ‘balance’ should be struck, beyond representation of all EU members at the most 
senior levels of the Service. Gender balance, by way of contrast, has more obvious societal 
and institutional based measures of balance. Progress in both regards has been made which, 
although symbolic, is important for inculcating a sense of wider ownership in the Service. 
The study concludes with a number of specific recommendations regarding possible ways of 
improving both geographical and gender balance within the still young EEAS. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The European External Action Service (EEAS) is approaching its first major review in mid-2013. Part of 
this review process is to assess staffing in the EEAS from the perspective of geographical and gender 
balance. Both were included as criteria prior to the creation of the Service by the Member States and the 
European Parliament. Part of the review process will dwell upon these aspects. This study is written in 
the context of the preparations for the review.  

This study addresses both the geographical and the gender related aspects of ‘balance’. Upon 
embarking upon the study it struck the authors that both types of balance raise some similar issues, but 
they also raise distinct issues. For this reason the study is organised around sections that allow the 
reader to delve into both or, if there is the desire, as distinct issues. Both are related, however, through 
the need to ensure that the EEAS inculcates the necessary ownership on the part of all of the 
constituent components. They are distinct, however, in the sense that any firm benchmark for adequate 
‘balance’ in the geographical sense is elusive (beyond the basic level of national representation at senior 
levels). Gender balance, by way of contrast, is amenable to measures that stem from basic societal data 
such as gender balance in the EU Member States or in tertiary education. The study argues that it is 
important that the EEAS should resemble the composition of the members themselves and that it 
should inspire internally to the challenges it sets externally in terms of gender representation. 

The study reaches a distinction between short-term feasibility and longer-term strategy. In both cases, 
there is a limited amount that can be done to ensure either type of balance in the two-and-a-half year 
period from the founding of the EEAS until the review. Those changes that have been possible are 
generally positive. Even if they are largely symbolic, symbolism is nonetheless important. The 
appointments at senior level have aimed at enhanced geographical and gender inclusivity. The main 
issues to be wrestled with in both cases are essentially longer-term. The EEAS started off with a 
significant legacy problem which includes not only disadvantageous geographical and gender balances 
inherited from the constituent parts of the Service stemming from the EU institutions, but also the 
existence of senior male appointment in the national Ministries of Foreign Affairs (MFAs). Aside from the 
often-observed geographical and gender-related legacy issues, there is also a striking grade (and 
seniority) bulge in the Service which also suggests the adoption of longer-term approaches to both 
issues since structural and budgetary considerations make any shorter-term adjustments unlikely.  

The sections addressing geographical and gender balance perspectives both conclude with a number 
of practical recommendations. In both cases the adoption of longer-term strategies to address 
questions of balance is recommended. The review process will inevitably assess what has been 
accomplished and there are tentative signs of improvement, in no small part due to the personal 
involvement of the High Representative. The review should also focus upon efforts to create and sustain 
longer-term solutions to both questions of balance. The solutions suggested will inevitably have some 
budgetary implications. None of the recommendations are budgeted, but most are relatively low-
maintenance solutions and many may be accomplished by adjustments within existing structures.  
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The objectives of the study 

 To offer input to the European Parliament as it formulates its position regarding the review of the 
EEAS due in mid-2013; 

 To assess the extent to which there is compliance with the legal requirement to ensure 
geographical and gender balance within the Service; 

 To ascertain where, if at all, there may be obstacles that affect progress in achieving adequate 
gender/geographical balance; 

 To formulate proposals and recommendations for addressing any shortfalls or obstacles in the 
recruitment process and procedures for ensuring adequate geographical/gender balance in the 
EEAS.  

 

The core task of this study 

 To clearly understand the commitments made by the HR/VP and the Council Decision 
establishing the EEAS of July 2010 regarding gender and geographical balance within the Service; 

 To analyse and assess the staffing situation of the EEAS with respect to geographical and gender 
balance; 

 To understand, where imbalances may exist, the reasons for this and to suggest possible 
solutions. 

This study explores the issue of geographical and gender balance within the EEAS. Although the issues 
are related, they also pose distinct analytical questions. On the question of geographical balance the 
fundamental dilemma is whether geographical imbalances may be found due to preferential treatment, 
or due to other factors such as national preferences, the presence of adequately qualified candidates 
with relevant experience as well as financial and human resource considerations. Gender balance is, by 
way of contrast, more of a cross-cutting issue affecting both recruitment to the Service from within the 
EU Institutions (post-2013), as well as the presentation of female candidates for competitive 
appointment by the Member States. Since it is argued that the geographical and gender aspects are 
linked but also distinct, the study has been written with a common introduction and background 
document (to illustrate linkages) but are analytically distinct when addressing the two issues. Readers 
may, if they wish, choose to ‘pull apart’ the study in order to satisfy their particular interests. 

 

Methodology 

In order to clearly understand the legal requirement to ensure geographical and gender balance as it is 
stated in the Council Decision establishing the EEAS of July 2010 we first trace this goal back in the 
process of coming about of the Decision. Article 6(6) states that ‘recruitment to the EEAS shall be based 
on merit whilst ensuring adequate geographical and gender balance.’ We therefore first seek to explain 
the meaning behind the merit and the geographical and gender balance as well as explaining the 
relationship between the three criteria.  

Before analysing the current situation and assessing the extent to which any commitments have been 
met, we establish a picture of the situation in the Service in January 2011 and the initial appointments 
of the candidates from the Member States. Taking into consideration that after the transfer of the staff 
from the relevant departments from the Commission and the General Secretariat of the Council (GSC) to 
the service, recruitment of the temporary agents from the Member States represents the manoeuvring 
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space in terms of achieving adequate geographical and gender balance, we analyse the recruitment 
base in the national foreign ministries (in terms of numbers, ranks and gender composition), national 
approaches to secondment into the EEAS and recruitment procedure for the positions in the EEAS.  

A questionnaire for the human resources department of the foreign ministries is used to establish a 
clear picture on gender ratios and related policies in the foreign ministries. The questionnaire sought 
factual information on the numbers of employees, distribution of posts, educational background, etc, as 
well as questions with regard to approaches to the EEAS recruitment. This questionnaire was also sent 
to the MFA of Croatia. 

A second questionnaire was designed for the candidates for the EEAS vacancies. It covers the question 
of understanding of the merit and experiences in the selection procedure of candidates. The invitation 
to take part and respond to the questions was sent via the human resources departments of all of the 
Member States MFAs via an email (which includes a link to access the online questionnaire) with the 
request to forward it, as them deem fit and according to their custom, to all candidates for EEAS 
positions. The questionnaire was anonymous and took an average of around 15 minutes to complete. 
Data was therefore gathered by means of two distinct questionnaires.  

As a result, we received responses on the first questionnaire from 19 foreign ministries (and Croatia) and 
155 candidates for EEAS positions coming from 14 Member States completed online questionnaires1. In 
addition to the questionnaire, extensive use has been made of official documents and other 
background material shared with the authors. This was primarily for the first sections of the study 
addressing the background to gender and geographical balance in the EEAS context. Use has also been 
made of material provided by the EEAS Human Resources division (MRD C).  

In order to complement the information received via the questionnaire we conducted several semi-
structured interviews with diplomats in the EEAS and in selected national diplomatic services. We also 
contacted numerous gender-focused non-governmental organisations at the European and national 
level with questions on legislation, issues, and practices with regard to promotion of women in 
diplomatic services at the EU level and in respective national systems. The outcome of our various 
approaches was that while we received data on the promotion of women in political life and in 
management of private firms, questions regarding women in diplomacy were too specific and not 
central to the non-governmental organisations contacted. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION: FRAMING THE DEBATE 

The importance of adequate geographical and gender balance was continually noted in the lead up 
to the creation of the EEAS, although it should be noted with more emphasis on the former than the 
latter. Various commitments have been made towards achieving a balance but with open questions 
about what ‘adequate’ means and how considerations of ‘merit’ in appointments should complement 
the requirements for balance. The relative youth of the EEAS, alongside its initial composition which is 
comprised mainly of officials transferred en bloc from former parts of the Commission and the Council 
Secretariat, means that the Service faces a significant legacy problem. With this in mind, the question 

                                                               
1 David O'Sullivan, chief operating officer in the EEAS, stated in October 2011 that the EEAS received 8,830 applications for 
181 posts, of which 66 wee management posts either in headquarters or delegations.  Taking this number into 
consideration, and the fact that our responents only come from 19 Member States one needs to be cautious when drawing 
conclusions from the answers. Speech to the Joint Oireachtas Committee on Foreign Affairs, Dublin 12 October 2011, 
available at http://ec.europa.eu/ireland/press_office/speeches-press_releases/david-o-sullivan-speech-dublin-12-0ct-
2011_en.htm.  
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then becomes less one of whether there is geographical or gender balance at present, but more ones 
of what do the initial trends suggest and how might balance be further improved?  

The first major review of the EEAS will take place in mid-2013 and it is therefore essential to approach 
the questions of geographical and gender balance with a clear idea of what the impediments may be 
to the attainment of any balance; how feasible balance actually is (and what we understand by 
‘balance’); and the role of the Member States in helping to achieve any desired balance. 

 

1.1 Background 

The Council decision on the functioning and organisation of the European External Action Service 
(EEAS) of 26 July 2010 stipulates that: 

Recruitment should be based on merit whilst ensuring adequate geographical and 
gender balance. The staff of the EEAS should comprise a meaningful presence of 
nationals from all the Member States. The review [foreseen for 2013] shall also cover this 
issue, including, as appropriate, suggestions for additional specific measures to correct 
possible imbalances.2 

The decision also mentions that recruitment to the Service shall be through a transparent procedure 
‘based on merit’ with the objective of: 

... securing the services of staff of the highest standard of ability, efficiency and integrity, 
while ensuring adequate geographical and gender balance, and a meaningful presence 
of nationals from all Member States in the EEAS.3 

The repetition contained in the Council decision suggests that the review process might consider 
cleaning up the existing version to avoid duplication and to remove otiose stipulations referring 
specifically to the creation of the Service.  Nevertheless, the fact that geographical and gender balance 
are referred to twice in the same article, as well as clearly indicated as an issue to be covered by the 
forthcoming review,  highlights the importance of the issue at hand.  It is within this context and spirit 
that this study hopes to make a contribution. 

The wording of the Council decision introduces its own ambiguities, which will be considered in more 
depth in due course. The first point to note is that ‘merit’ is of primary importance, with ‘adequate’ 
geographical and gender balance as secondary desiderata. While this is logical and proper, it 
nevertheless opens up the question of what is understood by merit, both within the EEAS as well as by 
those applying for posts within the Service.  This will be explored in the following section. 

 

1.2 The notion of merit 

Although no specific definition of merit is offered in this context, a composite one may nevertheless be 
offered based on relevant EU documentation. The first is based on the Commission’s ‘Compilation 
Document on Senior Officials Policy’ which devoted a section to merit, which states that: 

The assessment of merit involves not only taking account of the candidates’ ability, 
efficiency and conduct within the service during their career to date, but also evaluating 

                                                               
2Official Journal of the European Union, L 201/31,3 August 2010, Council decision establishing the organisation and 
functioning of the European External Action Service, 20 July 2012, Article 6(6). 
3 Ibid. Article 6 (8). 
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their capacity to carry out senior management duties (authority, leadership, ability to 
manage a team and to work in a multicultural, multilingual environment, etc.).4 

The same document also observes that ‘merit’ also applies to internal promotions which are based on a 
comparison of ‘staff reports and the level of responsibility of the functions held’.5 The Staff Regulations 
of Officials of the European Union make it clear that when considering comparative merits (in this 
context), particular account shall be taken of ‘reports on the officials, the use of languages in the 
execution of their duties other than the language for which they have produced evidence of thorough 
knowledge in accordance ... and, where appropriate, the level of responsibilities exercised by them’.6 
More specific criteria relating to merit also appear in position announcements including years of 
professional experience, educational attainments, linguistic knowledge and aptitude and, where 
relevant, existing grade eligibility. For higher positions (AD 12 and above) a requirement of ‘proven 
experience in leading and motivating multi-disciplinary and multi-cultural teams’ also regularly appears 
among the requirements. 

The notion of merit is further complicated by the fact that a candidate from the EEAS will have a 
relatively well-known track record – which could be to the candidate’s advantage or not. By way of 
contrast, a candidate from a national diplomatic service will be relatively unknown to the selection 
committee who will only have a motivation letter and curriculum vitae on which to base their first 
impressions and the elaboration of a short list. Merit is also connected to career grade which, in the case 
of EEAS candidates, will follow a well-established and clear path. By way of contrast, the exact 
equivalence on the part of the national diplomat may be harder to establish. Even a rough measure of 
equivalent years in service may yield contrasting results. A former Commission or Council Secretariat 
official may have appreciably more management experience than a national diplomat, while the 
national diplomat may have unique experience gained overseas. This may have knock-on effects for the 
budget where the relative experience of a national diplomat and his or her subsequent grade may be 
subject to negotiation, compared to the known career path and grade of the internal candidates. 

Merit is clearly the first criteria for selection (or promotion) with geographical and gender balance 
considerations as an important reserve criteria – of special significance when two candidates of equal 
quality are being considered. Beyond this logical supposition, the Council decision gives no further 
illumination on the nature of any adequate balance but, in the case of geographical balance, it was clear 
that the idea of specific quotas was moribund. The insertion of the word ‘meaningful’ is similarly open-
ended. Does this imply in proportion to the size of national diplomatic services? Or, might it suggest 
that any such presence should be concentrated on the key and thus most visible posts, even if any 
overall balance reflects national resources and manpower? Similarly, with reference to gender balance, 
adequacy could employ a variety of yardsticks utilizing measurement of averages in the EU institutions 
or in the relevant parts of national civil services. 

The requirements for geographical and gender balance must therefore be considered as fuzzy – given 
the lack of any specific meaning for ‘adequate’ or ‘meaningful’. In order to understand the terminology 
of this specific part of the July 2010 Council decision it is necessary to delve into the origins of the EEAS 
itself in order to understand the context in which points of geographical and/or gender balance arose.  

 

                                                               
4Compilation Document on Senior Officials Policy, Section 3.1 (undated) at 
http://ec.europa.eu/civil_service/docs/official_policy_en.pdf . 
5 Compilation Document on Senior Officials Policy, Section 8. 
6 Staff Regulations of Officials of the European Communities: Conditions of Employment of other servants of the European 
Communities, Article 45, 1 June 2004; consequent amendments to the Staff Regulations did not affect the cited article. 
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1.3 The origins of the EEAS and geographical and gender balance 

The first echoes of concern regarding this particular aspect of the emerging EEAS were voiced on 9 June 
2005 in the joint progress report on the Service by the High Representative and the Commission. The sui 
generis status of the EEAS, as noted earlier by Barroso and Solana in their Joint Report, ensured that the 
emergence of the Service would be surrounded by contestation – questions of balance being no 
exception. 

 It will be recalled that at this time a number of consultations had taken place between the Council 
Secretariat and the Commission on the putative Service, these were though truncated by the French 
and Dutch referendums on the Constitutional Treaty in late May and early June 2005 respectively. The 
joint progress report therefore summarised progress until that point. Towards the end of the report a 
number of administrative questions were poised. One of them was: 

How the Minister could be the appointing authority, responsible for recruitment on the 
basis of merit, while ensuring that staff are recruited on the broadest possible 
geographical basis, drawing as appropriate on the three sources of personnel 
(Council/Commission/Member States).7 

Following the failure of the Constitutional Treaty, to which this question referred, the issue was not 
returned to until late in 2009 under the aegis of the proposed Lisbon Treaty. The actual treaty provisions 
on the EEAS were extremely vague but served as the legal basis for the subsequent Council decision on 
the organisation and functioning of the EEAS which, in turn, depended upon a ‘proposal from the High 
Representative after consulting the European Parliament and after obtaining the consent of the 
Commission’.8 

In more or less chronological order, a fiche on the ‘Specific arrangements concerning EEAS staff’ was 
produced on 12 October 2009 which noted that the ‘selection of personnel, open to candidates from 
the Member States and the relevant services of the Commission and the GSC, should be set up in full 
compliance with the principle of appointment based on merit, and recognising the importance of 
adequate geographical balance, whilst avoiding the introduction of quotas’.9 The European Parliament 
Committee on Constitutional Affairs, with Elmar Brok as the rapporteur, observed on 20 October that ‘for 
the EEAS to become a professional diplomatic service it will need to be adequately resourced and 
staffed on the basis of merit and with respect for the appropriate selection procedures and an adequate 
geographical balance.’10 

A few days later the Swedish Presidency Report of 23 October 2009 on the EEAS suggested that: 

Recruitment should be undertaken through a transparent procedure based on merit 
with the objective of securing the services of staff of the highest standard of ability, 
efficiency and integrity while ensuring adequate geographical balance, a need for a 
meaningful presence of nationals from all EU Member States in the EEAS and aiming 
towards gender balance.11 

                                                               
7Joint Progress Report by the Secretary-General/High Representative and the Commission on the European External Action Service, 
9956/05, 9 June 2005.  
8Treaty on European Union, Article 27(3). 
9Fiche on specific arrangements concerning EEAS staff, 12 October 2009. 
10Report on the institutional aspects of setting up the European External Action Service, Committee on Constitutional Affairs, 
European Parliament, A7-0041/2009, p.12.  
11Presidency Report to the European Council on the European External Action Service, 14930/09, Brussels, 23 October 2009. 
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The report also highlighted the need for the situation in this regard to be regularly monitored. The 
European Council meeting of 10-11 December returned to the question of how to set up the EEAS and 
invited the High Representative, on the basis of the Swedish Presidency report, to present a proposal on 
the organisation and functioning of the EEAS by the end of 2010.  

By the end of 2009 and the first months of 2010 many of the national positions reflected the perceived 
need for geographical balance in the composition of the Service. A non-paper on the organisation and 
functioning of the EEAS submitted by the Visegrad Group noted that, ‘while fully supporting the 
principle of “merits”, we deem it necessary to ensure an adequate geographical balance and a 
meaningful presence of nationals from all EU Member States in order to ensure that the Service could 
draw from a wide variety of diplomatic culture and experience.’12 The Polish non-paper concluded that 
‘a proper representation of the Member States at each level of the EEAS’ will also enable ‘the European 
Union [to] benefit most from a service that is well integrated not only with other European institutions, 
but also with the diplomatic services of the Member States’.13 The German positions, outlined prior to a 
Coreper meeting in December 2009, also stressed the need for ‘an adequate representation of Member 
States within the EEAS at all levels from day one’.14 

In a slightly contrarian spirit, a joint letter from David Miliband and Carl Bildt to Catherine Ashton on 3 
March stressed the need for the ‘brightest and the best from wherever they come’ as well as noting 
their shared concerns about the block transfer of staff from the Commission and the Council Secretariat 
that will fill slots, which could otherwise have been ‘open slots’ for staff from any of the three 
constituent parts of the EEAS (the Council Secretariat, the Commission and the Member States).15 

The High Representative presented her ‘Step Change’ document to the Foreign Ministers of the 
Member States and to the Presidency in early March 2010 and, subsequently, to the European 
Parliament. She returned to what was now becoming a familiar theme, noting the recruitment should 
be based on merit ‘with the objective of securing the services of staff of the highest standard of ability, 
efficiency and integrity while ensuring adequate geographical balance and aiming towards gender 
balance’.16 The Commission’s meeting of 11 March 2010 reiterated the same point when the concern ‘to 
strike a geographical balance in terms of the composition of the EEAS and the distribution of posts’ was 
noted, although reference to gender balance was absent.17A subsequent explanatory memorandum on 
the Council decision establishing the organisation and functioning of the EEAS by the Commission 
reiterated that ‘the EEAS staff shall comprise a meaningful presence of nationals from all Member States’ 
and that ‘all appointments in the EEAS shall be based on merit and on the broadest possible 
geographical basis of nationals of Member States of the Union’.18 

A working document by Elmar Brok and Guy Verhofstadt, who were the key figures in the European 
Parliament responsible for shaping the parliament’s responses to the initial draft Council decision, 
presented in March, and the final version presented in July, touched upon the same theme but with 
more emphasis than hitherto. In April they noted that, ‘The legitimacy of the service, building upon the 
sense of ownership by all, strongly depends upon an adequate geographical ‘representivity’ of its staff 

                                                               
12Visegrad Group non-paper on the organisation and functioning of the EEAS. 12 December 2009. 
13Non-paper by Poland: Implementation of the Treaty of Lisbon, Warsaw 19 October 2009. 
14 Letter Ambassador, Permanent Representation of the Federal Republic of Germany the Spanish Presidency, 2 March 2010. 
15 Letter from David Miliband to Carl Bildt, 3 March 2010,  
16A Step Change in external policy for the Union: Delivering on the promise of the Lisbon Treaty, 3 March 2010, Annex 1. 
17Minutes of the 1909th meeting of the Commission held in Brussels, 11 March 2010, PV(2010) 1909 final. 
18Explanatory Memorandum, Council decision establishing the organisation and functioning of the European External Action 
Service (undated), p.3. 
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of all grades and posts’.19 As with the Commission, the European Parliament did not comment explicitly 
on the need for gender balance noted by the High Representative. 

 

1.4 From the draft Council decision of March 2010 until the final decision in July 2010 

The dominant emphasis upon the need for geographical representation of the Member States was 
subsequently reflected in the draft Council decision on the EEAS of 25 March 2010. The draft decision 
stated that, ‘All appointments in the EEAS shall be based on merit and on the broadest possible 
geographical basis. The staff of the EEAS shall comprise a meaningful presence of nationals from all 
Member States’.20 The High Representative was charged with responsibility for establishing the 
selection procedures for the EEAS staff, ‘which shall be based on merit and on the broadest possible 
geographical basis, in conformity with the Staff Regulations and the Conditions of Employment of 
Other Servants, with due regard for gender balance.’21 

In the Explanatory Memorandum, which served as a preface to the draft Council decision, it was made 
clear that representatives of the Member States, the Commission and the General Secretariat of the 
Council, together with EEAS officials, shall be involved in the recruitment process ‘in the interests of full 
transparency’. They constitute a Consultative Committee on Appointment (CCA) who act as the 
selection panel for senior appointments (Directors and above) and propose a short-list of candidates for 
appointment by the High Representative. As a secondary role, but in this context significantly, the CCA 
‘shall also monitor selection procedures at other levels in the EEAS and the development of EEAS 
staffing, including with regard to gender and geographical balance. It shall provide advice to the High 
Representative in these matters’.22 In this context a Consultative Committee on Appointments meets 
periodically to review appointments, the selection procedures, gender issues and personnel related 
matters such as promotion, mobility and career mobility.23 

The draft Council decision is notable for not only reflecting the predominant concerns about 
geographical balance but also reflecting the need for gender balance which had not appeared 
consistently in the national or institutional positions prior to the draft decision. The Greens in the 
European Parliament have claimed that it was at their insistence that ‘gender balance plays an 
important role in the role of the new service and women are to be proactively promoted’.24 From this 
point forth the gender aspects were reflected more consistently in the discussions surrounding the 
EEAS and the eventual passage of an amended version of the Council decision in July 2010. For 
instance, the Central Staff Committee (CSC) of the European Commission made an explicit request for 
the ‘Commission/EEAS to set up monitoring procedures of recruitments and of the source of the 
personnel of EEAS right from the start, in order to set up a harmonious, gender-balanced and non 
discriminatory staff policy’.25 More recently, as part of the ongoing monitoring process, the CCA met in 

                                                               
19 Proposal for the establishment of EEAS, Working Document by ElmarBrok (AFET) and Guy Verhofstadt (AFCO), 20 April 
2010, p.8. 
20 Proposal for a Council Decision establishing the organisation and functioning of the European External Action Service, 25 March 
2010, 8029/10, Article 6 (6). 
21Decision establishing the organisation and functioning of the European External Action Service, Article 6 (9). 
22Decision establishing the organisation and functioning of the European External Action Service, p.6. 
23 Interview EEAS, October 2012. 
24Franziska Brantner, ‘Europe’s New Diplomats: An initial appraisal of the European External Action Service’, The 
Greens/European Free Alliance, Brussels, 25 October 2010. 
25 Central Staff Committee opinion on the Commission proposal for a regulation amending the Staff Regulations of officials of the 
European Communities and Conditions of Employment of other servants of those Communities, 1 June 2010, Brussels, CCP-
CS/VDC-D(10)57. 
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January and June 2012 to discuss the Service’s personnel policy, including the gender and geographical 
aspects. 

A further curiosity worthy of note is that it had been apparent from at least October 2009 that the 
majority of the staff in the EEAS would be transferred from the Commission and the Council Secretariat. 
Aside from the mandate of the CCA, there appears to have been relatively little reflection on whether 
and how to achieve geographical balance in the face of legacy problems stemming from the existing 
under-representation of both staff from the newer and smaller EU members, as well as women, at the 
higher echelons of DG Relex. A report from the High Representative on EEAS staffing on 4 June 2010 
suggested that around 800 AD posts would be shifted from the Commission (602) and the Council 
Secretariat (196) to the EEAS. Staff from the Member States should ‘represent at least one third’ of all 
EEAS staff at AD level.26 The High Representative’s report once again acknowledged that, ‘Recruitment 
will be based on merit whilst ensuring adequate geographical and gender balance’ and that the staff of 
the EEAS ‘shall comprise a meaningful presence of nationals from all Member States’.27 

One element missing from the debates surrounding the staffing of the EEAS in March until mid June 
2010 was any mention of a specific timeframe within which any geographical or gender balance should 
be reached. The negotiations for what would eventually become the final Council decision on the EEAS 
took place in quadrilogue meetings (including the High Representative, the Presidency representing 
the Member States, the Commission and European Parliament representatives). 28  The quadrilogue of 
21 June 2010 in Madrid is, in retrospect, seen as one of the significant milestones in the progress 
towards the final Council decision the following month. In terms of the interest at hand, the revised 
draft of the March draft Council decision now included the stipulation that not only should the staff of 
the EEAS comprise a ‘meaningful presence of nationals from all the Member States’ but that there 
should also be a ‘review foreseen in 2013’ which should cover ‘this issue, including, as appropriate, 
suggestions for additional specific measures to correct possible imbalances’.29 The quadrilogue draft 
also established that at least 60% of all EEAS staff at AD level shall be permanent EU officials.30 

The proposals for amendments to the draft March Council decision emanating from the European 
Parliament indicate that the issue of geographical and gender balance was of particular sensitivity, 
especially if gauged by the number of MEPs who backed specific amendments. Sixty MEPs backed a 
change in the wording of Article 6, paragraph 6, of the draft Council decision, more than on any other 
single issue. The suggested revision read: 

Recruitment in the EEAS shall be based on merit whilst ensuring adequate geographical 
and gender balance. The staff of the EEAS shall comprise an adequate presence of 
nationals from all the Member States. Concrete measures analogous to the Council 
regulation 401/2004 should be taken to ensure adequate geographical representativity 
in all grades within the EEAS, both in Headquarters and in Delegations. These measures 
should apply to nationals from under-represented Member States.31 

                                                               
26Report from the High Representative: EEAS Staffing – the Contribution from Member States, 4 June 2010, p.1. 
27 EEAS Staffing-the Contribution from Member States, 4 June 2010. 
28 Though European Parliament’s consent was not required for the Council Decision establishing the organisation and 
functioning of the EEAS itself, consultation was required. Its consent was, however, required for the ensuing Staff 
Regulations. The Parliament’s support for the Decision on the EEAS was therefore crucial to avoid later deadlocks. 
29 Revised draft 21 June 2010, Consolidated Version with latest amendments post quadrilogue of 21 June 2010, p.3. 
30 Revised draft 21 June 2010, Consolidated Version with latest amendments post quadrilogue of 21 June 2010.Article 6.8. 
31Amendments 76-143 on the draft Council decision establishing the organisation and functioning of the European External 
Action Service, Draft Report by Elmar Brok, Committee on Foreign Affairs, 1 July 2010, 2010/0816(NLE), pp.28-29. 
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Unsurprisingly perhaps, the amendment was heavily backed by MEPs from the central European 
countries that joined the EU in 2004, most notably Poland and the Baltic states. One MEP, Vytautas 
Landsbergis wanted to see not only an ‘adequate’ presence of nationals from the Member States but 
recommended a ‘balanced’ presence.32 Another MEP, Andreas Mölzer, went even further to note that 
there should be a ‘meaningful’ presence ‘despite the fact that the working languages within the EEAS 
are English, French and German’.33 Although the eventual wording would only retain the first section of 
the suggested amendment, the proposed amendments underline the strong political sensitivities 
provoked by the issue of geographical representation in the EEAS. The relatively small number of 
female MEP’s supporting the above amendment suggests that the primary interest at this time was in 
the geographical and not necessarily the gender aspects. 

The High Representative was consistent in linking the need for geographical and gender balance. For 
instance, she referred once again to the geographical and gender aspects of the EEAS in a speech to the 
European Parliament on the creation of the Service on 7 July 2010. In the speech she confirmed that ‘we 
need to ensure a proper gender and geographical balance, and not lose sight of wider diversity issues’. 
Indeed, she went on to claim that the ‘wealth of experience, insights and languages that Europe’s best 
diplomats will bring into the Service, will be one of our distinctive features and competitive 
advantage’.34 

Having reiterated the theme many times over the course of nine months, an amended version of the 
Council decision was adopted on 26 July 2010. The precise wording of Article 6(6) of the decision states 
that ‘recruitment to the EEAS shall be based on merit whilst ensuring adequate geographical and 
gender balance. The staff of the EEAS shall comprise a meaningful presence of nationals from all the 
Member States’. It provides elements of the European Parliament’s requested amendment, adopting 
the word ‘meaningful’ when referring to the nationals from the Member States, but otherwise stating 
that there should be ‘adequate geographical and gender balance’. Provision is made in Article 13(3) for 
a general review by mid-2013 of the organisation and functioning of the EEAS with, if necessary, 
appropriate proposals. As we have seen, Article 6(8) of the Council decision reiterates the need for 
balance. 

Finally, and of importance for this study, it is important to note the commitment to the principle of ‘cost 
efficiency and to the aim of long-term budget neutrality’, as noted by the United Kingdom’s Minister for 
Europe, David Lidington.35 Such sentiments, also expressed by the European Parliament, were reflected 
in the Council decision which noted that ‘the establishment of the EEAS should be guided by the 
principle of cost-efficiency aiming towards budget neutrality ... All opportunities for rationalisation 
should be availed of’.36 The obvious practical implication of this is that it is difficult for the High 
Representative to simply spend her way out of any perceived imbalances by extraordinary recruitment. 
Since relatively few new posts were created for the EEAS, the legacy problem is all the more apparent 
and will remain so for the time being.  As we shall see below, the main concentration has been on trying 
to demonstrate balance at the most senior levels of the Service, as well as in the delegations where the 

                                                               
32 Draft Report by Elmar Brok, p.29. This argument is in line with the Latvian Non-paper on the EEAS (8 October 2009) calling 
for the EEAS to “include an adequate representation of the Member States taking in to due account geographical balance.” 
33 Draft Report by Elmar Brok, p.11. 
34Speech by the High Representative to the European Parliament on the creation of the European External Action Service, 7 July 
2010, Speech/10.370. 
35Hansard, Commons Debates, ‘European External Action Service’, General Committee Debates, Session 2012-13,18 June 
2012, Column 5. 
36Council decision establishing the organisation and functioning of the European External Action Service, (2010/427/EU), 26 July 
2010, Preamble Para. 15. 
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regular rotations from delegations have afforded one of the few opportunities to try and demonstrate, if 
not balance, at least re-balancing.  

 

1.5 Staff regulations and the High Representative’s undertakings 

The main delay in actually bringing the EEAS into being thereafter was due to the conclusion of the 
necessary amendments to the staff and financial regulations. The amended staff regulations confirmed 
the principle of ‘equality of treatment between the sources of EEAS staffing’ with selection procedures 
for posts being open on an ‘equal basis’ (which prior to this prioritised internal and then inter-
institutional candidates).37 The specific issue of geographical and gender balance was for the most part 
implicit in the revised Staff Regulations, covered by the general commitment to equality of treatment. In 
one instance gender balance was referred to specifically in the context of the delegations, by enabling 
staff in delegations to take parental leave while continuing to benefit from specific provisions (such as 
reimbursement for rent, supplementary sickness insurance and education allowance).  

It was clear from the Staff Regulations (Article 98.1) that the EEAS will recruit officials exclusively from 
the Commission, the Council Secretariat or the national diplomatic services until 30 June 2013. 
Thereafter the EEAS may consider applications of officials from other EU institutions. This was largely a 
matter of expediency recognizing the need to staff the Service from the outset with the necessary 
fonctionnaires, whilst also building up the number of national diplomats on temporary assignment in 
the Service. One rather obvious implication of this arrangement was that the EEAS would, from the 
outset, face challenges since it had inherited the biases of the Commission’s former Directorate-General 
External Relations (Relex). Since former Relex officials comprised the majority of the initial 
appointments, the challenges in terms of gender balance were soon apparent. As an interesting aside, it 
is also noteworthy that there had not been much visible pressure from within the EU institutions for 
better geographical and gender balance prior to the creation of the EEAS.  The creation of the EEAS thus 
offered the chance for more visible redress. 

With reference to both geographical and gender balance, the High Representative nevertheless gave 
undertakings to the Commission’s Committee on Legal Affairs to ‘use all the possibilities offered in the 
application of the EEAS appointment procedure to achieve these objectives’ as well as to ‘examine how 
to take the often non-linear patterns of female application better into account in future appointment 
procedures and how to remove other possible obstacles’.38 Shortly thereafter, in a letter to all of the EU 
Foreign Ministers on the same theme the High Representative described geographical and gender 
balance as ‘an objective’.39 

 

                                                               
37 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council amending the Staff Regulations of Officials of the 
European Communities and the Conditions of Employment of Other Servants of those Communities,2010/0717 (COD), 
Brussels, 9 June 2010. 
38EEAS: staff rules to ensure geographical and gender balance, European Commission, Committee on Legal Affairs, 18 October 
2010. 
39 Correspondence, Catherine Ashton, High Representative/Vice-President of the European Commission, to all EU Foreign 
Ministers, Brussels, 21 December 2010,  
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2. THE LEGACY PROBLEM AND ITS IMPACT UPON THE EEAS 

The new Service came into being on 1 January 2011 based upon the Council decision of 26 July 2010 
and following the necessary amendments to the staff and financial regulations and the 2011 budget. 
The initial size of the EEAS, excluding the national diplomats on temporary assignment was 1,643. This 
consisted of 585 posts transferred from DG Relex; 436 from Commission delegations under DG Relex; 93 
from DG DEV; 411 from the Council Secretariat; and 118 new AD posts.40  

The most recent figures available state that, as of June 2012, 3,346 people work for the EEAS. 1,443 work 
in the headquarters, while 1,903 work in the delegations. But, it should be borne in mind that of the 
latter 1,129 are local agents based in the delegations. Figure 1 shows the proportion of staff according 
to the nature of their contract. 

 

Figure 1: Composition of EEAS staff (June 2012) broken down by the type of contract  
(in percentages)41 

 

 

Most references to balance are to the AD level, but Figure 1 suggests that there is a wider balance issue, 
is all staff are included. If the assistant grades are included, as in Figure 2b, the heavy female numerical 
superiority in AST 1-7 is notable, with the higher grades (AST 8-11) exhibiting trends that are more 
typical of the AD grades. The need for balance at all levels should not be denigrated and, for this reason, 
this study will periodically examine the situation pertaining to grades other than those at AD level. It is 
nevertheless understood that in terms of the core political understanding of ‘balance’ within the Service 
and among the Member States, the AD grades are of primary concern, given their political visibility. 

                                                               
40A new step in setting-up of the EEAS: Transfer of staff on 1 January 2011, Brussels, IP/10/1769, 21 December 2010. 
41Data from, Staffing in the EEAS, The European External Action Service, 1 June 2012, p.3. 
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Figure 2a: Grade distribution in DG Relex, December 2010, AD in numbers42 

 

 

Figure 2b: Grade distribution in DG Relex, December 2010, AST in numbers43 

 

 

                                                               
42 SysPer.2 snapshot, European Commission, 21 Dec. 2010. 
43 SysPer.2 snapshot, European Commission, 21 Dec. 2010. 
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The legacy problem is therefore composed of three elements. The first and most visible is the dual bias 
in favour of the older EU Member States in the senior AD levels as well heavy male representation at this 
level. We shall shortly examine the issue of geographical balance in more detail. 

Second, as suggested above, the legacy problem raises the issue of overall balance within the Service 
across all contracts. Broadly speaking, the EEAS inherited many of the trends evident in the Commission 
(with a few exceptions like the Joint Research Centre) and the Council Secretariat in terms of the male 
numerical dominance at AD grades and female at the AST grades. Given that at least 60 percent of the 
Service’s staff should be EU officials, this left a relatively small portion as a potential balancer. Relatively 
few new posts were envisaged at AD level for the Service (118 only), which meant that any potential 
balance would have to rely upon the up to one-third of EEAS staff at AD level deriving from the national 
diplomatic services of the Member States. The potential to achieve some form of balance through the 
appointment of national diplomats on temporary assignment, who may number at least one-third of 
the staff at AD level, looks daunting, particularly when traditional male dominance patterns in the 
Foreign Ministries are considered alongside the numerical superiority of the diplomatic corps of the 
larger Member States. 

Figures 2a and Figure 3 suggest a third balance issues pertaining to the seniority and age of the EEAS at 
AD level, where a bulge at the AD12-13 levels is quite evident. The relative seniority of the AD-level staff 
has a number of implications for the EEAS. The first is that many at this level will remain at that level 
until retirement while those beneath will have difficulty in reaching these levels, with consequent 
frustration and possible disillusionment. The numbers of posts at AD14-16 are scarce and are vastly 
outnumbered by those currently in AD 12-13 positions who may wish for promotion.  The picture is 
similar for the headquarters and the delegations where, unsurprisingly, a parallel bulge is evident. One 
of the implications of this is the difficulty of absorbing delegation staff returning to headquarters in the 
regular rotation cycle.  This may explain the growth in number of senior advisors and advisors as the 
headquarters struggles to accommodate returning staff at senior levels, but with little prospect of 
promotion. 

The lack of much slack in the system implies that the chances to correct any perceived geographical or 
gender imbalances in the short-term are necessarily limited. This is why the tendency has been to 
concentrate on corrective appointments at the very senior levels and this would also explain why 
appointments of heads of delegation have warranted such scrutiny.44 It is also worth noting that for all 
appointments of director level and above the High Representative will personally interview the 
candidates following the CCA. Her ability to demonstrate her commitment to better balance in the EEAS 
has therefore concentrated on the appointment of heads and deputy-heads of delegations as well as 
the occasional senior position at headquarters. 

 

                                                               
44See Ryszarda Formuszewicz and Jakub Kumoch, ‘The Practice of Appointing the Heads of Delegations in the Wake of 
Council Decision on the European External Action Service,’ Report of the Polish Institute of International Affairs, Warsaw, 
August 2010. 
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Figure 3: Grade distribution in EEAS January 2011 (in numbers)45 

 

 

The age and seniority distribution patterns in Figure 3 is not necessarily unique to the EEAS. Similar 
patterns can be found in some national foreign ministries. The Netherlands, for instance, also has a 
somewhat similar ‘bulge’ in mid-to-senior level staff in its Buitenslandse Zaken. Most of the staff are in 
the 40-49 age bracket, with slightly lower numbers in the 50-59 age bracket – rather like the EEAS. The 
notable difference with the EEAS, however, is the balance of male to female employees across all 
grades. The Dutch Foreign Ministry has also made particular efforts to increase the number of female 
staff at grades 14 and higher, with around 16.3% of all ambassadors being female in 2011. The ministry 
acknowledges though that boosting diversity generally requires a ‘considerable investment’ which may 
only reap benefits further down the road.  

Similar acknowledgments have recently been made in Germany and in Italy, where the situation looks 
similar. Despite an overall balanced number of male and female employees in the ministries, only 17% 
of management positions in Auswärtiges Amt are held by women and only 28 out of 200 (14%) 
ambassadors are female.46 For several years, however, new recruitments show a balance oscillating 
around 50% of each gender. In July 2012 a conference on Women in Diplomacy was organised in the 
Palazzo della Farnesina, where Foreign Minister Giulio Terzi noted that women constitute only 18.5% of 
the entire Italian diplomatic service, and represent only 49 heads of  diplomatic and consular missions 
(out of a total of 123 diplomatic and 531 consular missions). Women, however, represent only 8% of 
Italian Ambassadors, Envoys Plenipotentiaries and Ministers Plenipotentiaries.47 Having said this, the 
numbers of female recruits are rising, reaching 30% in 2011 and a number of women have recently 
been appointed to top management positions.48 The Italian Foreign Ministry has also announced plans 
for better integration of work and family life.  The Italian case reflects the growth in awareness of gender 
issues that was evident in other responses to our questionnaires. 

 

                                                               
45 Data supplied by the EEAS, September 2012. 
46 Juri Krack, ‘Frauen im diplomatischen Dienst: Das Auswärtige Amt soll weiblicher werden’, Stuttgarter Zeitung,  28 August 
2012. 
47 Data submitted by the Italian foreign ministry in response to our questionnaire. 
48Intervento del Ministro Terzi alla Conferenza ‘Women in Diplomacy’, Roma, 16 giulio 2012.  
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2.1 Initial awareness of geographical and gender balance issues 

The initial awareness of the geographical and gender objective was relatively high in the early 
appointments in the EEAS. For instance, a note to the Antici group regarding the appointment of 
Working Group chairs in December 2010 mentioned that, ‘Due care was taken to EEAS recruitment 
principles such as seeking the best candidates for the jobs, putting special emphasis on trying to 
achieve a better gender balance. The panel was also mindful of aspects of geographical balance, 
particularly looking for qualified candidates from new Member States’.49 

When it came to more senior appointments the High Representative saw the opportunity make ‘a 
start to address the important issues of geographical and gender balance’.50 Of the 32 posts available 
in the 2010 rotation at either Head of Delegation or deputy levels, 3 were readvertised. Four of the 
posts went to candidates from the post-2004 EU members (of which, two were from Poland) and 
seven went to women. The announcements were made on 15 September 2010 which was a critical 
time in the formulation of the necessary changes to the staff and financial regulations. When 
confronted with criticism from the European Parliament, most notably from Jacek Saryusz-Wolski, 
Ashton complained that she had ‘inherited an unsatisfactory situation in respect of geographical and 
gender balance’. She also observed that she cannot control ‘where Member States decide they want 
to put their applicants’.51 Part of her complaint was that roughly two-thirds of candidates from the 
new Member States had applied for just five posts in the EU’s neighbourhood.  

The following year, in August, twenty-nine senior appointments were made in the EEAS, of which 
eight went to French nationals, with Greece, Italy and the United Kingdom each receiving two.52 Four 
of the appointments went to representatives of the newer Member States (with two going to the 
Czech Republic). Eight of the appointments were women (all as heads of delegation). As with the 
previous appointments the year before, the range of posts to be filled was geographically diverse. 
More recently, 15 new heads of EU delegations were announced in May 2012 rotation and included 
seven candidates from the Member States’ diplomatic services, 8 from the EEAS and 2 from the 
Commission. In making her announcement Ashton stressed that she had been able to find candidates 
‘from across the Union’ and that she is determined to achieve ‘a meaningful representation of 
nationals from all Member States in the EEAS’. On gender balance, Ashton noted the appointment of 
three women as Heads of Delegation in this rotation and encouraged ‘good female candidates to put 
themselves forward for posts in the EEAS, including at senior level’.53 

In the headquarters the initial focus was upon the most senior posts in the EEAS, comprising the 
Corporate Board and, in addition to them, the seven Managing Directors of the Divisions, the Chair of 
the Political and Security Committee and the Crisis Response and Operational Coordination, who 
collectively constitute the Corporate Board. In addition other posts, like the Head of the Joint 
Situation Centre and the Directors, were highly contested. At the beginning of the EEAS’s life in 2011, 
26 of the 31 most senior positions were filled with six of the 26 appointments going to the United 
Kingdom (23%).54 France obtained only three of the posts, including that of Executive Secretary-
General, Pierre Vimont. Germany secured less than 12% of the appointments and Poland secured only 
                                                               
49Note to Antici Group (undated).  
50High Representative Catherine Ashton appoints the Heads and Deputy Heads of EU Delegations under 2010 rotation, 15 
September 2010, Brussels, A181/10. 
51 Toby Vogel, ‘Ashton defends EEAS appointments’, European Voice, 23 September 2010. 
52 Simon Taylor, ‘French Nationals dominate senior EEAS appointments’, European Voice, 1 September 2011. 
53 ‘High Representative Catherine Ashton appoints 17 new Heads and Deputy Heads of Delegation’, European Commission, 
Press Release IP/12/489, Brussels, 16 May 2012. 
54Toby Vogel, The battle for influence in the EU’s diplomatic service, European Voice, 20 January 2011. 
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one senior position. No senior appointments were made from the Czech Republic, Hungary, Denmark 
or Portugal. Romania, Poland and Slovakia managed to secure one senior position each in the 
headquarters. Of the 26 positions, ten of the appointments are national diplomats (or 38%). 
Commission officials, however, hold eight of 11 posts at director level who report directly to the 
Managing Directors. Of the seven Managing Directors for geographical or thematic areas, five are 
national diplomats (two from the newer EU Member States) and two are Commission officials. One of 
the seven is female. In the case of Maria Marinaki her position (Managing Director, Global and 
Multilateral Issues) was readvertised several times and it was the last appointment to be made at that 
level following the creation of the Service. Overall three of the 26 senior appointments were women 
(11%). It is also telling that of the 32 former Special Representatives none are women and of the 
current eight, only one is a woman. 

At the end of the first year of the Service’s existence a joint letter submitted to the High 
Representative from twelve EU foreign ministers outlined a number of common concerns.55 
Recruitment was one of these, especially regarding the need to allow for adequate preparation time 
for interviews and for a ‘level playing field’ for all applicants. In the High Representative’s report, 
which included a response to the concerns of the twelve, further progress with recruitment of 
national diplomats was promised in 2012. On the geographical and gender aspects, improvement 
was claimed on both counts, even if the ‘primary consideration in appointments to the EEAS is 
merit.’56 On the former 44 temporary agents from the 12 post-2004 EU members have been 
appointed, while nationals of 25 Member States are represented among Heads or Deputy-Heads of 
EU Delegations. ‘Significant improvements’ were also claimed in the presence of women ‘including in 
management and head of delegation positions’ (from 11 female Heads of Delegation in 2009, there 
are now more than 30 women in ‘management positions’).57 

The claims of the report, which acknowledged the ‘very low representation’ of some nationalities in 
the original staff transferred from the Commission and Council Secretariat, leaves open to 
interpretation whether such improvements warrant a meaningful geographical balance or an 
adequate gender balance. Any such balance, as the figures show, can be significantly altered by the 
choice of goalposts – for instance, the inclusion of Deputy-Heads of EU Delegations or reference to 
even vaguer management positions.  

 

2.2 Summary of principal points 

 The initial expressions of concern concentrated mainly on geographical balance, with questions 
of gender balance being incorporated after the Swedish Presidency Report of October 2009; 

 The requirements regarding both geographical and gender balance are potentially circumscribed 
by the subjectiveness of whatever ‘adequate’ and ‘meaningful’ balances might imply; 

 The EEAS has come into life with a significant legacy problem due to the initial composition of the 
Service which has tended to reflect the biases of its largest constituent part, former DG Relex; 

                                                               
55 Joint Letter from the Foreign Ministers of Belgium, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, the 
Netherlands, Poland and Sweden, 8 December 2011. 
56 Report by the High Representative to the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission, 22 December 2011, Para. 
26 
57 Report by the High Representative to the European Parliament, the Council and the Commission, 22 December 2011, Para. 
27. It should be noted that ‘management positions’ includes Deputy Heads of Delegation, which significantly boosts the 
number of females. 
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 The opportunities for any rebalancing are highly restricted, especially if looked at in the short 
period between the creation of the EEAS and its first major review; 

 Any meaningful balance will not be attained by 2013 and the concentration should therefore be 
upon identifying existing trends and recommendations for further improvement with a longer-
term time perspective in mind. 

 

3. GEOGRAPHICAL BALANCE 

This section explores the question of geographical balance in the EEAS, which is important to achieve a 
sense of ownership among the stakeholders (the constituent parts comprising the EEAS) as well as the 
wider EU publics.  
 

3.1 A notion in search of a benchmark 

In theory the question of geographical balance should be irrelevant since all officials, regardless of their 
origins, are supposed to ‘carry out their duties and conduct themselves solely with the interests of the 
Union in mind’.58  This would, however, be to ignore reality since questions of balance are evidently 
important to the Member States and the EU institutions alike.  Indeed, at senior level, such as heads of 
delegation, even those appointed from the EEAS itself (where intuitively the expectation would have 
been that they are ‘European’ with no special national affiliation) are listed by their nationality, 
alongside those selected from the Member States.59 There are also important differences between the 
Member States and the way in which they view appointments to the EEAS and whether they are 
counted (or perceived to be) ‘national officials’ or European officials. This, again, makes any calculation 
of any standardised geographical balance inherently problematic.  

A number of suggestions have been advanced, aside from earlier suggestions for quotas which were 
rejected, to provide a more scientific benchmark for balance.  They include: 

 Balance that represents (roughly) the proportion of the population; 

 Balance that represents the size of the foreign ministries of the Member States (although not all 
foreign ministries are constituted in the same manner) ; 

 Balance that represents the size of the diplomatic service (as opposed to the overall foreign 
ministry); 

 Balance at specific levels versus overall balance. 

The first measure has been used on a number of occasions (using the population figures normally 
utilized for QMV).60 The European Parliament also used it to estimate geographical representation in DG 
Relex. The results showed that 16 Member States were under-represented including Germany, Italy and 

                                                               
58Council decision establishing the organisation and functioning of the European External Action Service, (2010/427/EU), 26 July 
2010, Article 6(4). 
59 See, ‘High Representative Catherine Ashton appoints 17 new Heads and Deputy Heads of Delegation, European 
Commission Press Release, IP/12/489, 16 May 2012. 
60 This, for instance, was the measure used by Paul Ivan in his ‘representation indicator’. See, ‘A European External Action 
Service of the whole Union? Geographical and gender balance among the heads of EU delegations’, EPIN Commentary, No. 8, 
28 November 2011. 
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the United Kingdom, alongside the twelve members who joined in 2004 and 2007.61 The clear 
implication of such static metrics is that they may lead to some surprising results, which could actually 
lead to higher representation of a number of larger EU Member States which, by this criterion, would 
ensure better ‘balance’. The use of other metrics could also have similar implications.  

Much will also depend upon the perspective of the reader and the benchmark selected. For instance a 
Dutch reader might reach the conclusion that Belgium is over-represented, if comparative sizes of 
populations are taken as the benchmark. When compared to Germany, France apparently enjoys 
greater Member State representation, while Italy enjoys more AD officials than Germany, and both have 
a higher proportion of total staff. The United Kingdom is rather less well represented than Germany in 
the AD staff overall, but has one-third more national diplomats serving in the Service, but a lower 
overall percentage of staff. Many of the newer (post 2004 and 2007) Member States may also complain 
of being under-represented as a percentage of overall AD level staff (with many under 1.0%), but it is 
unclear whether this is a result of the overall availability of national diplomats for EEAS positions, or 
whether it is an issue of qualifications and experience for highly competitive appointments.  

A further way of thinking of balance would be some form of preferential treatment to attract and recruit 
staff from specific backgrounds until such time as a nominal ‘balance’ is reached. The European 
Parliament, which did not define what any meaningful geographical balance might be in this context, 
clearly had in mind some form of preferential placement to bring the newer (post 2004 and 2007 
members) members into the EEAS by invoking an earlier Council regulation adopted at the time of the 
2004 enlargement.  This made reference to the ability to fill vacant posts ‘within the limits of the 
number allotted ...’.62 Although measures ‘analogous’ to the regulation were envisaged, the EEAS 
differed in the important respect that there were no such numbers allotted.63 

If we look for a more legal interpretation of balance, the Council decision of July 2010 does not assist us 
much.  As we have seen, it merely states that recruitment shall be on the basis of ‘merit whilst ensuring 
adequate geographical and gender balance’.64 The decision also states that the staff of the EEAS shall 
comprise a ‘meaningful presence of nationals from all Member States’. It does not, however, define 
either balance or any of the associated terms beyond the base line which is that all Member States 
should be represented. The Staff Regulations, as amended, note that the EEAS should secure ‘staff of the 
highest standard of ability, efficiency and integrity, recruited on the broadest possible geographical 
basis from among nationals of Member States of the Union’.65 In line with this, the Commission, 
commenting on the Staff Regulations, considered it ‘a desirable objective that each nationality should 
hold at least one function corresponding to the basic post of Director-General’.66   

A textual analysis would therefore suggest that the most fundamental criteria for balance is that all 
Member States should be represented.  This is consistent with the practice that has been followed 
within the Service.  In making appointments to Heads and Deputy Heads of Delegation in May 2012, the 

                                                               
61Parliamentary question by Filip Kaczmarek (PPE) to the Council, 10 May 2010, available at 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+WQ+P-2010-3448+0+DOC+XML+V0//EN . 
62Council Regulation No. 401/2004, 23 February 2012, Article 1. 
63European Parliament legislative resolution of 8 July 2010 on the proposal for a Council decision establishing the organisation 
and functioning of the European External Action Service, 2011/C351 E/43,8 July 2010, Para. 7. 
64Council decision establishing the organisation and functioning of the European External Action Service, (2010/427/EU), 26 July 
2010, Article 6(6). 
65 Regulation No. 1080.2010 of the European Parliament and of the Council amending the Staff Regulations of Officials of the 
European Communities and the Conditions of Employment and Other Servants of those Communities, 24 November 2010, Article 
3(4). 
66 Compilation Document on Senior Officials Policy, Section 3.3 (undated) at 
http://ec.europa.eu/civil_service/docs/official_policy_en.pdf 
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High Representative suggested a threefold criterion for balance. First, that the ‘staff of the EEAS should 
come from all the Member States’; that candidates should also come from ‘across the Union’; and that 
the EEAS should include ‘a meaningful representation of nationals from all Member States’.67 The first 
and third criteria appear to overlap, although the emphasis in the third is once again on ‘meaningful’, 
which is undefined. The second criterion refers specifically to the candidates, suggesting that all 
Member States should be prepared to field adequately qualified and competitive applicants. 

Each of these criteria are linked in ways that may ultimately qualify what a ‘meaningful representation’ 
might mean. For instance, what happens if suitable candidates cannot be found from across the Union 
on the grounds that some of the Member States simply lack the necessary background and experience 
to offer qualified candidates? This might, for instance, be the case for smaller and newer Member States 
who, for legitimate and understandable reasons, might have only limited experience in many parts of 
Africa or Latin America. In the EEAS’s own June 2012 review of staffing in the EEAS it was made clear 
that: 

Recruitment to posts in the EEAS is based on merit, as well as the availability of posts, so 
progress towards the one third target will depend largely upon how well candidates 
from the diplomatic services of the Member States fit the selection criteria specified in 
the vacancy notices for the available positions in comparison with candidates from the 
other two sources of EEAS recruitment.68 

In the absence of any widespread understanding of ‘meaningful’  the emphasis has tended to be on the 
first criteria – ensuring staff come from all the Member States. Bearing in mind the highly limited 
potential for any rebalancing through new appointments, other than at senior levels, the concentration 
has been on appointments of heads of delegation where the expectation is that all Member States 
should have at least one such position (Slovenia received its first such appointment in June while 
Cyprus alone waits for its first).69 Beyond this, actual representation at AD level is a function of the size of 
the overall diplomatic service in question, the number of candidates, their quality and their relative 
competitiveness.  

 

3.2 The geographical balance legacy 

The ‘legacy’ of the pre-Lisbon institutional set up is of significance to geographical balance. As was 
observed above, the dominant numbers of those transferred from DG Relex and the Council Secretariat 
would play a major role in shaping the new Service.  

The following figures show the distribution of grades between the pre-2004 members (EU15) and those 
joining in 2004 and 2007 (EU12). The largest portion of those transferred into the new Service came 
from DG Relex and, for this reason, their figures have been selected. The situation in DG Relex just prior 
to the EEAS becoming operational clearly illustrates that the newer (post 2004 and 2007) members were 
relatively under-represented in DG Relex, especially at the higher levels. The only clear exception can be 
found at the lowest AD grade where the EU12 staff were represented in significant numbers. Their low 
representation, or even absence from some of what were referred to as the ‘seniority bulge’ grades, is 
noteworthy. Figure 4b suggests a very similar picture with regard to AST officials, again with a notable 
absence of EU12 representation in the higher levels.  
                                                               
67High Representative Catherine Ashton appoints 17 new Heads and Deputy Heads of Delegation 
68Staffing in the EEAS, The European External Action Service, 1 June 2012 (supplied to authors). 
69 In addition, Slovenia's outgoing Foreign Minister Samuel Žbogar was appointed the European Union's special 
representative to Kosovo at the end of 2011. 
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Although there may have been compelling internal reasons (such as adequate preparation for and 
knowledge of the concours) the lack of senior officials is more difficult to justify. The situation was 
somewhat ameliorated by the transfer of officials from DG Dev and the Council Secretariat which 
boosted the numbers of officials from the newer Member States. In most cases the number of AD 
officials from the newer Member States was doubled, but this was matched by a proportional growth in 
the number of officials from the older EU members. The overall ratios therefore remained much the 
same on 1 January 2011 when the EEAS started formally functioning. 

Figure 4a: Geographical grade distribution DG Relex, December 2010 (in numbers) 

 
 

Figure 4b: Geographical grade distribution DG Relex, AST Level, December 2010 (in 
numbers) 

 

Source: European Commission, SysPer.2 snapshot, 21 Dec. 2010. 
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3.3 Balancing through national temporary assignments: a partial response 

In recruitment terms, the first year of the EEAS gave a general priority to candidates from the Member 
States so that the desired one-third of appointments at AD level could be attained as soon as possible 
(preferably by the 2013 review). This was entirely unsurprising given the almost full staffing levels 
attained by en bloc transfers from DG Relex, DG DEV and the Council Secretariat. Hence, whatever 
latitude there was for ‘balance’ in the period between January 2011 and July 2013 will be through the 
recruitment of temporary agents from the Member States. This will tend to focus attention of any 
potential imbalances during this period upon the Member States themselves. Thereafter, recruitment 
will be open to officials from all EU institutions, which may give rise to more general questions of 
geographical and gender balance in the EU institutions.   

The EEAS is well on the way to attaining the one-third goal with 37.8% (or 131 appointments) of the AD 
posts in delegations occupied by Member State diplomats. The figure for the headquarters is lower with 
20.3%, or 117 of 574 authorised posts, being occupied by Member State diplomats.70 In large part this 
figure reflects the lower number of vacancies in the headquarters. Hence, of the 920 total AD posts in 
the EEAS, 248 (26.9%) are occupied by diplomats from the Member States.  

The relatively low number of officials from the EU12 may be accounted for by the limited number of 
new posts available in the headquarters, exacerbated at the time of writing by budgetary disputes 
(which have resulted in the temporary freezing of all appointments at the director and above levels).71 
Hence, the chance of short-term adjustments to correct any imbalances in the headquarters remains 
limited.  

Figures 5a-b (below) shows the number of diplomats as a proportion of AD staff. The figures are based 
on statistics provided by the EEAS. It is of passing interest that any overall geographical ‘balance’ 
involves calculating not only national diplomats on temporary assignment but also the nationality of 
EEAS officials who, at least in theory, should really be merely European officials.  

Although the EU15 continue to enjoy substantial numerical superiority compared to the EU12, there is 
nevertheless evidence of some (re)balancing through the appointment of national diplomats from the 
latter. Nationals from these twelve EU members represent approximately 16.9% of AD level staff and 
31.1% of diplomats recruited to the EEAS from the Member States are from the EU12. Hence, in the 
words of the EEAS staffing report, ’the success rate of nationals from those 12 Member States in 
applying for posts in the EEAS as national diplomats is significantly greater than their proportion of AD 
staff overall’.72  

The apparent success of national diplomats applying from the EU12 applying for AD positions is 
heartening, but may under-estimate the uphill nature of the challenge faced by these members. The 
larger E15 states, in particular, enjoy an an advantage in terms of the numbers of candidates they can 
forward and, more pragmatically, the opportunity cost calculations of a diplomat serving in the EEAS for 
four (or eight) years are probably less acute than with a number of smaller diplomatic services.  

                                                               
70Staffing in the EEAS, The European External Action Service, Brussels, 1 June 2012. Figures include the 2012 rotation of posts 
in the EU delegations. 
71 These appointments were finally made on 9 November 2012. Among the 10 Director-level appointments, five are hired 
from the Member States' services, three from the Commission and General Secretariat of the Council and two are internal 
promotions. There are three UK-nationals, three Germans, one Spaniard, one Swedish, one Pole and one Latvian. One of the 
ten new directors is a woman (a former head of unit in the EEAS and a British national).  
72Staffing in the EEAS, The European External Action Service, 1 June 2012. p.5. 
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The second advantage of the EU15, regardless of their size, is that they enjoy greater prior exposure to 
the EU and the way in which if functions, either through service in the permanent representations in 
Brussels, the rotating Presidency or by service in the Council Secretariat (in particular, the former Policy 
Unit). This is an advantage that will erode in time, but it nevertheless represents a potential advantage 
at this early stage of the Service’s life and makes rebalancing all the more difficult.  

The geographical ‘balance’ found in the EEAS among officials corresponds reasonably closely to the 
Commission as a whole at AD level. The only significant aberrations are France, Italy and Spain who, 
measured by this benchmark, are over-represented (5.6% of Commission AD staff are French, 5.0% 
Italian and 4.2%, compared to 9.8%, 9.6% and 8.4% respectively in the EEAS).73 In a number of cases the 
number of temporarily assigned diplomats working with the EEAS is larger, or equal to, the number of 
EEAS officials from those countries.  

 

 

Figure 5a: Nationals of the EU 15 Member States in the EEAS: temporary agents and AD 
officials (in numbers)74 

 

                                                               
73Sysper DWH2, 1 September 2012, at http://ec.europa.eu/civil_service/docs/europa_sp2_bs_nat_x_grade_en.pdf . 
74Staffing in the EEAS, The European External Action Service, 1 June 2012, p.5. 
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Figure 5b: Nationals of the EU 12 Member States in the EEAS: temporary agents and AD 
officials (in numbers)75 

 

 

3.4 Between legacy and the current state in achieving geographical balance: Member 
States’ recruitment base and the recruitment procedure 

The above analysis shows that the manoeuvring space for affecting the geographic balance of the EEAS 
staff is limited. A further significant constraint is the perspective of budget neutrality under which the 
Service operates, which makes any solutions based on significant recruitment unrealistic. The only real 
margin for manoeuvre since January 2011 by way of corrective measures has been the recruitment of 
temporary agents from the Member States.76 Figure 5b suggests that recruitment of EU12 temporary 
agents (national diplomats) is already having a modest impact on the balance. As was shown above, 
16.9% of the AD officials and 31.1% of the temporary agents come from the EU12, contributing to an 
improvement in the overall representation of 12.1% in January 2011.77 Although an improvement, the 
question of whether there are more structural limitations applying to EU12 representation needs 
examining more closely. 

We identify three independent variables with regard to recruitment of the temporary agents with a 
view of a geographic balance and a meaningful presence of nationals from all Member States.  The 
recruitment base, (diplomats employed in the Member States’ ministries of foreign affairs (MFAs)), 
represents the first independent variable.  With the ambiguity of the dependent variable in mind (the 
adequate geographical balance and a meaningful presence of nationals from all Member States), we 
look at (1) numbers of Member States’ officials who are eligible to take AD-posts; (2) numbers of officials 
who hold such diplomatic rank in the MFAs, which makes them eligible to take up management posts; 

                                                               
75
Staffing in the EEAS, The European External Action Service, 1 June 2012, p.5. 

76 Seconded national experts (SNEs) are also a specific category of officials, who come from the Member States' 
administrations for a limited period of time (Preamble, Para. 12). These are described in the July 2010 Council decision as 
‘specialised’ SNEs and in most cases they will serve in the specialised operational crisis management bodies. They are, 
however, not to be counted among the AD staff from the Member States, who should constitute one third of the EEAS staff 
at that level.  
77 Data received from the EEAS on 24 September, showing the nationality and the rank of officials in the EEAS in three-
month intervals from January 2011. 
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(3) average size of embassies’ personnel. This data serves to establish the quantitative and qualitative 
recruitment base from the Member States, as well as diversities among them.  

There are no en masse transitions or unifying rules as to which MFAs officials should join or apply to join 
the EEAS, therefore approaches within the MFAs to applying for EEAS positions by the candidates 
themselves and by their leadership forms the second independent variable. These approaches consist 
of incentives with respect to the future career of an official; perceptions of the post or grade level 
equivalence (i.e. which level to apply for); and Member States’ approaches to influencing the 
recruitment procedure. Some Member States’ have more elaborated approaches; some are more ad hoc 
in their approach.  We also looked for any encouragement or discouragement for individual 
applications by colleagues and peers in the MFAs, as well as any acknowledgement of official support 
given to the candidates. 

The third independent variable is the recruitment procedure itself. The recruitment procedure consists 
of the vacancy notice, application stage, and the interview stage. We look into (1) the vacancies from 
the point of view of their adequacy for the staff from the MFAs (e.g. the requirements); (2) the obstacles 
perceived by the candidates in the application stage; and (3) clarity of the vacancy announcement and 
the selection procedure, including the preparation of the application and the experience with the 
interview.  

Data on the Member States have been gathered by means of two distinct questionnaires and control 
interviews with successful and non successful candidates. Any firm conclusions based on interviews 
would be unwarranted, therefore the objective was only to highlight, or confirm, tendencies observed 
in the statistical analysis of the data in the questionnaire.  Both questionnaires were sent to the human 
resource departments of all Member States’ MFAs. The first questionnaire was intended for the human 
resource departments and was seeking factual information on the numbers of employees, distribution 
of posts, educational background, etc., as well as questions with regard to approaches to the EEAS 
recruitment. This questionnaire was also sent to the MFA of Croatia. The second questionnaire was also 
sent to the human resource departments in the form of a link to the online survey, with a request to 
forward it, as they deem fit and according to their custom, to all candidates for EEAS positions.  

As a result, we received responses on the first questionnaire from 20 foreign ministries and 155 
completed or partially completed online questionnaires with candidates from 14 countries.78  The first 
task was to establish a baseline for the overall staff figures, especially at AD level.  As indicated earlier, 
the EEAS originally comprised 1145 AD officials, with just under 800 transferred en masse from the two 
institutional sources. This number suggests that about 382 officials should come into the service as 
temporary agents from the Member States, in order to reach the one third target, provided the initial 
staffing numbers do not change dramatically (which is highly unlikely, primarily for financial reasons).  
Data obtained from the EEAS shows, however, that in January 2011, when we can assume that there 
were no temporary agents yet recruited from the Member States’ MFAs, there were 784 AD officials (539 
in the headquarters and 245 in the delegations).79  In January 2012 this figure was 866 (529 in the 

                                                               
78 The questionnaires were passed onto the 28 MFAs (with the second questionnaire intended for the candidates for the 
EEAS posts omitted in the case of Croatia) in the course of June 2012. In this report any data received by 19 December is 
analysed. In spite of data lacking from a number of Member States, the sample is rather representative. Following the 
sending of the questionnaire, we followed up with 5 rounds of email reminders and three rounds of telephone inquiries. 
Foreign ministries were also requested to cooperate by the European Parliament; Director General for External Policies, Luis 
Marco Aguiriano Nalda, wrote a letter to his counterparts in the foreign ministries of the Member States. The second 
questionnaire was passed on in at least 14 countries as well.  
79 However, we cannot say with full certainty that this number does not include SNEs. 
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headquarters and 337 in the delegations).  The EEAS staffing report from June 2012 lists 920 AD officials, 
out of which 248 are counted against the Member States’ one-third quota. 

 

Figure 6: Staffing in the EEAS January 2011-January 2012 (AD level) 

 

 

By way of comparison, a 2011 study by CEPS identified 55,441 national officials employed by the 
diplomatic services of the Member States in 2009. 80 At the same time, the EEAS was estimated to 
comprise 1,643 officials (excluding local staff), out of which 783 were at AD level. The proportions of 
diplomatic (i.e. AD level) and assistant staff (i.e. AST) staff in the Member States vary. Figure 7 shows that 
for the 18 Member States (and Croatia) relatively high portions of national officials in the diplomatic 
services are at the AD level.81 Irrespective of the detailed account of the staff in the Member States 
eligible to take on the AD level position in the EEAS, roughly 0.1 % of the Member States diplomats 
were successful in placement at any given time into available EEAS positions.  

 

                                                               
80 Emerson, M. et. al. (2011) Upgrading the EU’s Role as Global Actor: Institutions, Law and the Restructuring of European 
Diplomacy, (Brussels: Centre for European Policy Studies), p.52 and 141.  
81 The understanding of an AD level varies across the Member States. In our questionnaire we asked for a number of 
administrators, defined as non-assistant and non-technical staff, who can assume rotating posts. In conversation with the 
MFAs we have learnt that in some cases also the technical staff can assume rotating posts. We further specified the 
administrators to be diplomats in the most classical understanding, even if the person has not yet assumed a foreign post. In 
case of Estonia and Lithuania, the reported number of administrators who can assume rotating posts was so low (between 
2% and 8%) that we adjusted it by presenting as the data a number of all MFA personnel minus the assistant and technical 
personnel. 
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Figure 7: AD level (equivalent) officials in the MS diplomatic services 

 

 

The notable differences in the percentage of staff within the MFAs at AD (equivalent) level points to two 
additional issues. First, the approaches towards staff classifications vary across the Member States, as do 
the tasks assigned at equivalent ranks. Secondly, the diversity in classification may influence 
expectations regarding the suitability of candidates put forward for EEAS positions. Although the data 
does not include all 27 EU members, the sample who responded suggests that smaller diplomatic 
services will tend to have more staff of a diplomatic rank and (statistically) proportionally more 
candidates eligible for the EEAS.  

We use the indicator of the diplomatic rank to show the recruitment base for the highest level positions. 
Diplomats who have achieved the ranks of ambassador, envoy extraordinary and minister 
plenipotentiary, minister counsellors and general consuls can generally be viewed as eligible for a 
management position. In national diplomacy these ranks in general suggest at least a position of a head 
of mission or head of division in the EEAS.  

Figure 8 below shows a very diverse pattern in the distribution of ranks. While Estonia has 6.87% of its 
AD personnel at ranks which could be eligible for a management rank in the EEAS, the portion in the 
Slovenian diplomatic service is 44.25%.82 By way of comparison, the much bigger Italian diplomatic 
service (the total number of employees of the foreign ministry is at about 4,500) has a smaller number 
of high ranking staff than the Slovenian service (with around 700 employees in the entire foreign 
ministry). This diversity may have profound implications for the interpretation of a ‘meaningful’ 
presence of nationals from all the Member States across all ranks in the EEAS. 
                                                               
82Though officials hold a rank that would allow them to assume management post, it does not mean they necessarily hold 
management post in the service. It does imply, however, that they might feel eligible to apply for or be promoted to a 
management level position. 
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National services with higher percentages of staff eligible for managerial posts will have different 
expectations and patterns of application than those with a lower percentage of managerial staff. With 
the DG Relex legacy of a high number of staff at the level AD11 and above (see Figure 1), the former will 
statistically find it more difficult to find a position at a suitable level in the EEAS.  

 

Figure 8: Ranks (eligible for managerial positions) in Member States’ diplomacies (in 
numbers)83 

 

 

In Figure 9 we use the average number of mission staff, including local staff, as an indicator for the 
average size of the smallest management unit in a given MFA. This number suggests, on average, 
what kind of management experience in terms of human resource management a diplomat from a 
Member State, who is eligible to take up a management post, is likely to have. Figure 9 clearly shows 
that the average size of Member States’ diplomatic and consular missions vary enormously.  The 
German and Italian diplomatic and consular missions have an average of 37 and 21 employees 
respectively per site. At the other end of the scale, Malta has on average only 5 employees at an 
embassy. Other countries are clustered between 8 and 12 employees on average at the mission, while 
Nordic missions have on average about a third more personnel suggesting little difference between 
countries as small as Estonia and as big as the Netherlands. Though the absolute number of 
embassies and personnel differs among the countries, the case of Germany and Italy suggests there is 
a difference between the big Member States and the rest with regard to the possibility of acquiring 
management experience with bigger responsibilities with regard to human resource management 
and, consequently, financial management. These are the skills that are likely to appeal the EEAS 
whose posts in delegations, especially at head of delegation level, tend to emphasise these qualities. 

 

                                                               
83 Numbers for the Netherlands are derived from the 2011 social report by the foreign ministry (Keij 2012). Only ambassadors 
and general-consuls are mentioned in this report. It needs to be noted that Member States have very different approaches, 
some more restricted than others, of the use of ranks, especially ministers counsellors and envoys.   
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Figure 9: Average size of diplomatic and consular missions of selected Member States and 
Croatia (in numbers)  

 

 

The second independent variable is the approach the candidates and the Member States adopted for 
successfully placing their nationals into the EEAS. We identified three elements: openness/closeness of 
the application process for the staff of the ministry; support/training in the recruitment process; and 
prospects for the career of the official during the EEAS posting and upon the return (implying that it 
could also be considered as a means for promotion).   

With regard to the approaches by the Member States to the recruitment of their nationals into the 
Service, three options have been identified by researchers. Some Member States opted for targeted 
nominations, like Germany.84  Others appear to have adopted a hand-off approach concerning 
decisions to apply. Some combined the two principles by inviting specifically targeted staff to apply, like 
France.85 In the recruitment process itself, Member States offered different level of support to their 
nationals, from assembling and sharing information about the vacancies (either via Permanent 
Representations or through the human resources departments in the ministries) to organised training 
(to boost knowledge on EU institutions, language proficiency and application writing), coaching (for 
interview performance) and to varying degrees promoting their candidates in Brussels.86  

                                                               
84 Almut Möller and Julian Rappold, ‘From co-founder to wait-and-see: Germany’s policy on the European External Action 
Service’, EPIN Working Paper 34: Reviewing Member States’ Commitment to the European External Action Service (Brussels: 
Centre for European Policy Studies, 2012). 
85 Vivien Pertusot, ‘France and the EEAS: A give-and-take relationship’, EPIN Working Paper 34: Reviewing Member States’ 
Commitment to the European External Action Service (Brussels: Centre for European Policy Studies, 2012). 
86 See reports on Estonia, Portugal, Spain and Sweden in EPIN Working Paper 34: Reviewing Member States’ Commitment to 
the European External Action Service (Brussels: Centre for European Policy Studies, 2012). 
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In the questionnaire forwarded to the candidates for the EEAS posts on our behalf (i.e. brought to the 
attention of the MFA staff by their own human resource departments according to their own practices 
and customs) we operationalised this by asking the candidates whether they had been (a) encouraged, 
(b) discouraged, or (c) neither by their colleagues and peers when applying for a position that would (1) 
entail a promotion from the current assistant level in the MFA to an administrative level in the EEAS and 
(2) entail a promotion in terms of grade (or equivalent). Of 40 candidates who answered the first 
question 28 (70%) stated they had been encouraged and 12 (30%) stated they had been discouraged by 
their colleagues and peers from applying for a position that entailed a promotion from assistant to 
administrative level. With regard to a grade promotion within the same category (AD or AST or 
equivalent), 52 respondents answered, with 43 (82.7%) stating they had been encouraged and 9 (17.3%) 
stating they had been discouraged by their colleagues and peers.87 72 respondents responded to the 
question with regard to the support their application received by the ministry. Of these, 56.9% (41) 
respondents stated they have received support, 8.3% (6) that they had not received the support, 
whereas 34.7% (25) answered they had neither received support nor discouragement by the ministry. 
Recognising the smallness of the sample, and coming only from 14 Member States, it is nevertheless 
interesting to note the diversity among the MFAs. While in some cases all respondents from the same 
Member State stated that they were supported by the ministry, in other cases discouragement and/or 
indifference was more prevalent. With all the caveats in mind, our research supports the findings by 
national researchers (see above) suggesting that some Member States put forward only candidates they 
were supporting. 

Finally, the recruitment procedure presents a third independent variable. First, in the questionnaire 
intended for the candidates for the EEAS positions we wanted to check the candidates’ understanding 
of the vacancy notice with regard to the merit and what it implied. Figure 10 shows the responses to the 
question on the understanding of the merit. Only 8 respondents of the questionnaire answered the 
questions, which does not allow for generalisations.  

 

                                                               
87 In case of both questions, no respondent answered with 'neither'.  
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Figure 10: Candidates’ perception of the meaning of merit (in percentages, number of 
respondents varies between 67 and 71)  
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Again bearing the limited response rate, we can only point out that the meaning of merit seems to be 
clear for just over a third of the respondents. It also appears that more than four-fifths of the 
respondents thought that in some cases geographical balance might take precedence. Response to the 
question of whether merit may favour EU officials is also worth noting; just under four-fifths of the 
respondents believe that merit favours EU officials. Although there is obviously bias in this response 
(since only Member State diplomats responded to the questionnaire) it suggests a specific 
understanding of merit that favours prior EU experience. Ivan has noted this based on his study of the 
Romanian foreign ministry which ‘prepared to send diplomats with regional expertise and knowledge 
of ‘lesser-known’ languages to the EEAS, whereas the HR/VP later asked for people with EU 
(institutional) expertise’.88 The questionnaire offered the respondents the chance to elaborate on their 
answers. There are two common threads noticeable in the comments submitted. First, there are 
comments on lack of any feedback in the procedure as to why the candidate was not successful. 
Secondly, candidates comment on the huge importance of the interview stage of the procedure and 
the short time allotted to the interview which does not allow for a real assessment of the merit of the 
candidates, beyond their communication skills. The latter notion we also encountered in at least one of 
the interviews (with a successful candidate). 

In the questionnaire intended for the candidates for the EEAS positions, we identified a number of 
possible obstacles and asked respondents to assess which of them they considered to be the main 
obstacles to a successful candidacy in the selection procedure they applied for. The results are 
presented in Figure 11. 

 

                                                               
88 Paul Ivan (2012). ‘Europeanising National Diplomacies: The Case of Romania’, EPIN Working Paper 34: Reviewing Member 
States’ Commitment to the European External Action Service (Brussels: Centre for European Policy Studies, 2012), p.26. 
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Figure 11: Possible obstacles encountered by candidates in the selection procedures (in 
percentages; respondent numbers are between 61 and 70) 
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24,19%
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Lack of prior experience

Lack of specific geographical experience

Lack of specific thematic experience
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Adequate general management experience

Adequate financial management experience (administering

large budgets)

Perceived preference for nationality of successful

candidates

Perceived advantage with regard to applying to a particular

country/region

Lack of senior positions

Glass ceilings (i.e. informal barriers)

Gender barriers (male or female)

Specific bottlenecks (i.e. AD 12/13

Lack o fequivalence between national/EEAS grades

Linguistic skills for corel anguages

Cultural factors

Yes  (N) No (N)

 

 

One possible obstacle clearly sticks out, followed by slightly less distinct ones. The perceived preference 
for the nationality of a successful candidate is believed to be an obstacle by over 60% of the 
respondents. The lack of equivalence of grades between the MFAs and EEAS looks like an issue that 
deserves further exploration in terms of assumptions about experience and years of service. We already 
alluded above how difficult it was to gather data from the Member States’ MFAs and how diverse they 
are in terms of ranking systems for grades. In the telephone conversations with a number of MFAs 
human resource services there was doubt expressed regarding the comparability of the data on ranks. 
This very low numerical response to the question on the obstacles in the selection procedure further 
suggest that differences in Member State ranking systems has an impact on the selection procedures of 
the candidates for the posts in the EEAS. Lack of financial management experience and lack of specific 
thematic or geographical experience come as the next cluster of obstacles, with over one third of 
respondents seeing them as significant, which is also in tune with our earlier observations regarding the 
difficulties of gaining managerial experience in the smaller national diplomatic services.  

Finally we look at the clarity of the selection procedures, both in the application and the interview stage. 
Figure 12 shows the results of the questionnaire.  
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Figure 12: The clarity of the selection procedure (in percentages; respondent numbers are 
between 58 and 73) 
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The responses suggest that vacancies are deemed clear by the candidates (that is, the respondents to 
the questionnaire). Their view on the selection procedure itself, however, is different. A clear majority of 
the respondents view the selection procedure as lacking transparency, which is also confirmed by the 
lack of knowledge on the roles of the CCA and, less so, by the non-transparency of the application of an 
equal opportunities policy (almost double the number of male respondents agreed with the statement; 
in the case of female respondents, they were equally spread over agreement and disagreement with 
the statement). In their supplemental comments to the question, a number of respondents added they 
were never informed about the fate of their application, nor of who the successful candidate was. One 
candidate commented that s/he had 8-9 days to prepare for an interview, while another testified that 
s/he was asked to have an interview immediately when ringing up to ask about the fate of his/her 
application! The selection procedure for the EEAS, especially the focus on the relatively short interview 
(30 min) is different from many Member States recruitment procedures, which usually start with a 
general exam, in some it may include an aptitude test, and only then do suitable candidates come to 
the interview stage.89 Countries training and coaching their applicants for the interviews for positions in 
the EEAS acknowledged this difference (and the necessity of training to improve performance and 
therefore increase chances of successful candidates). 

The responses from the Member States, with the aforementioned caveats in mind, were supplemented 
by interviews conducted by the authors on the condition of anonymity. Together, they allow us to reach 
some tentative conclusions.  

First, there is a difference among Member States in the way they categorise their staff as well as in the 
proportions of staff at different ranks. Both of these differences might act as sources of different 

                                                               
89 In our questionnaire to the human resource departments we asked basic questions on the nature of the domestic 
recruitment procedure. These conclusions are drawn from the responses to this questionnaire. 
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perceptions and expectations with regard to putting forward candidacies for specific ranks in the EEAS 
and with regard to the eligibility of candidates for different positions. These issues are confirmed by the 
candidates who responded positively to the statement concerning the lack of equivalence between 
national/EEAS grades as an obstacle in the selection procedure. We would also expose the lack of 
experience in financial management, combined with the lack of possibilities for this in (predominantly) 
small diplomacies as a possible hindrance in achieving a geographical balance and the meaningful 
presence of nationals from all Member States.  

Second, national approaches to the EEAS candidacies need to be further explored. Our limited findings 
only point to the different relations between the candidates and the MFA, as well as to the suggestion 
that many candidates approached their candidacy encouraged by their colleagues and peers to apply 
for a position that would suggest a promotion. With the ambiguity with regard to the comparability of 
the ranks in mind, such an approach explain some of the disappointments and frustrations in the 
selection procedure. Finally, with regard to the vacancies and the selection procedure, we can conclude, 
on the basis of the limited number of answers by the candidates, that while the vacancies were clear, 
the procedure lacks transparency, little known and little understood which, again, can cause 
misunderstandings and, above all, frustration. 

 

3.5 Summary 

The above analysis suggests that the attainment of any geographical balance is subjective, in terms of 
what any ‘balance’ should look like, and any substantial changes are most likely to be subject to longer-
term strategies rather than short-term fixes. This study has cautioned against the adoption of any 
binding metric to calculate representation. Not only might calculus based on population ratios or the 
relative size of the diplomatic service produce unintended results (such as the under-representation of 
Germany), it would take the EEAS in the direction of quotas which has been rejected.  

In the absence of any firm measure of geographical balance, attention thus far has been upon ensuring 
geographical representation at the highest levels for (nearly) all Member States. Whilst open to charges 
of tokenism, this study finds that there are more positives in terms of generating interest in the EEAS 
and to foster a sense of ownership on the part of the Member States and their citizens. 

The rotation of heads of delegations has therefore afforded the High Representative the chance to 
show her personal commitment to geographical balance in circumstances where there are few other 
viable options, owing to the bloc transferral of officials from the Commission and the Council 
Secretariat. The High Representative has used her unique position to influence appointments at this 
level (due to her personal role in interviewing each of the three short-listed candidates for heads of 
delegation positions and her eventual decision). Ashton herself has noted her desire to see ‘continuous 
progress’ in order to achieve a ‘meaningful representation of national from all Member States in the 
EEAS’.90 

In spite of this positive element, it is nevertheless clear that longer-term efforts will be required to attain 
any broader geographical ‘balance’. There should ideally be national representation at most levels of 
the EEAS and not, as in some cases, clustered in the AST grades and the senior levels of the AD grades. 
Any long-term balance will therefore have to think of how to attract junior to mid-level officials and to 
encourage them to eventually rise to senior levels – this is even more salient given the log-jam at AD 12-

                                                               
90 European Commission, ‘High Representative Catherine Ashton appoints 17 new Heads and Deputy Heads of Delegation’, 
Press Release IP/12/489, 16 May 2012. 
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13 levels in the current Service. This will require not only thorough preparation for concours (general or 
internal) but will also need clear internal training strategies and mentoring to encourage career 
promotion within the Service. 

For national diplomats a similar spread could be considered with more junior to mid-level diplomats 
coming into the Service. Such exposure for diplomats from the newer and smaller EU members, who 
may only have a limited and geographically restricted number of embassies and consulates, might be 
attractive as a way of supplementing and enriching national diplomatic expertise. In this context, 
further thought should be given for how to prepare national diplomatic at all levels for recruitment into 
the Service. 

Finally, this study has noted the importance of geographical balance, but it is also a concept that needs 
to be treated with perspective and caution. In terms of perspective it will remain a longer-term 
challenge and it should not distract attention from the shorter-term challenges of creating compatible 
mindsets within the Service. Caution must also be exercised when emphasising geographical balance 
among officials within the Service since the concept of a common service at the European level (just as 
in the Commission) militates against the idea of primary national identification. This implies that for the 
shorter-term the main efforts to create at least a politically acceptable geographical balance are likely to 
continue to focus on senior positions, especially heads of delegation, while longer-term strategies 
should focus on better preparation for recruitment to the Service and, for officials, training and 
mentoring for advancement in the EEAS. 

 

3.6 Recommendations 

Given the absence of any ideal way of determining geographical balance, what can be done to 
encourage broad representation of all of the Member States in the EEAS? The first response is, broadly 
speaking, what is being done. A minimal form of ‘balance’ must ensure geographical representation at 
the highest levels. This is what the High Representative has tried to do in her appointments of heads of 
delegations (presumably, Cyprus too will eventually be accorded a position). The danger of any such 
nominal balance is that it raises charges of tokenism. Any such objections must be balanced against the 
sense of national pride that may be equated with a senior appointment. Such appointments may also 
be important if a sense of ‘ownership’ of the EEAS is to develop on the part of European citizens who 
may well identify with the Service through prestigious national appointments. 

The second form of geographical balance is broader and should address the two distinct groups – AD 
officials and national diplomats. In terms of recruitment better preparation for the process is necessary. 
As was suggested at the outset, those applying from in-house, or those from the EU institutions, may 
enjoy an advantage in terms of general knowledge about the Service, its modus operandi, its political 
pitfalls and with the recruitment procedure itself. Being a ‘known entity’ may also be an advantage 
(although, conceivably, it may be a disadvantage in some cases). The official applying from within the 
EU may also face potential disadvantages, especially if the position entails more foreign policy or 
security expertise. Most former Commission officials may have had relatively little experience in this 
regard and may benefit from specific internal training on the requisite diplomatic skills.91 This calls, in 
short, for a coherent training strategy within the EEAS to facilitate such training and the necessary 
budget to carry it out. Even with the possibility of budget cuts across all divisions within the EEAS, the 

                                                               
91 These are naturally subject to interpretation, but might include a general knowledge of international relations, protocol, 
negotiations, political reporting, media relations and mediation.  
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drawing up of such a strategy would be of general benefit and could focus existing resources in a more 
applied manner. 

The national diplomat, on the other hand, may be less familiar with all of the often byzantine EU 
processes (perhaps more so post-Lisbon!). Hence, a greater focus in the national capitals on general 
knowledge about the EU, its decision-making, its policy areas and key strategies in EU external relations 
might usefully be built into the curriculum of the national diplomatic academies (or provided by 
specialist institutions at the European level). In particular, a concerted effort to extract lessons-learnt 
from the interview processes that national diplomats have undertaken thus far would help to prepare 
future candidates for success. For instance, familiarity with the specific EU strategies or policies relevant 
to the job application is always helpful and ideas on how this might be implemented or enhanced (this 
is a frequent interview question).92 

The third ‘balancing’ factor that might be considered is some form of equivalence between the 
experience and grades of the EEAS staff and the national diplomats at similar levels. In many cases the 
former will have more years of service than the latter. The promotion procedures within the 
Commission or Council Secretariat were relatively stringent compared to some of the Member States 
where rapid promotion at a relatively young age is possible. This leads to obvious tensions within the 
EEAS and feelings of resentment. Caution also needs to be exercised regarding recruitment at the 
proper level.93 Budgetary constraints are putting increasing pressure on the EEAS to recruit at lower 
levels. This may have a longer-term deterrent effect upon the aspiration for the EEAS to attract only the 
best and brightest. In the case of national diplomats the opportunity cost of a candidacy for an EEAS 
position is always national service.  

Finally, there is the danger of too much focus on geographical balance. Although it has been 
acknowledged on many occasions that this is a valid issue, it is one that will demand longer-term 
strategies and solutions. The more immediate short-term challenge is that of melding quite different 
and sometimes competing mindsets.94 This will have an impact on any future geographical balance 
since a Service that is subject to turf-wars and competing mindsets will not only be dysfunctional but 
will gradually erode the appeal of the EEAS to the ‘best and brightest,’ regardless of gender or national 
origins. 

More specific recommendations that might be considered include the following: 

 To ensure that merit prevails as the basis for appointment or promotion in all cases; 

 To ensure ongoing geographical representation of all Member States at the senior levels in order 
to foster and encourage political ownership of the EEAS by officials and Member States alike;  

 To ensure that all candidates, notably those from the Member States, are familiar with the scoring 
used by the CCA (for senior positions) since the experience of national and EU candidates for the 
same position can vary enormously. This would help to ensure that national candidates are able 
to present their credentials in a relevant manner; 

 To nominate a specific point of contact (presumably within the EEAS MDR C) to give feedback to 
candidates for EEAS appointments on their performance.  This could be important to ensure that 
all Member States can extract the relevant lessons from candidatures so that they may compete 
more successfully; 

                                                               
92Interview with authors, September 2012. 
93Interview with authors, September 2012. 
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 It is equally important that panel members, including the CCA where relevant, are routinely 
informed of the outcome of selection panels; 

 To encourage wider geographical representation at other levels through active preparation and 
training for successful recruitment to the EEAS. This includes the ability to comply with, for 
instance, basic language requirements (French in particular).95 In this regard the human resource 
departments of the MFAs should be requested to extract ‘lessons-learned’ from the existing and 
ongoing recruitment applications. This could be systematically harvested by the human resource 
departments of the national MFAs and shared with other MFAs and the EEAS in intermittent 
Brussels-based seminars or workshops hosted by the Service (MDR C);96 

 At the EU level, with a view to the situation post June 2013, there should be training offered to 
encourage successful preparation for internal competition for EEAS posts at different levels. This 
training should be internal and might be offered through the European Administrative School; 

 Since this study has suggested broader recruitment efforts at all staffing levels, equal attention 
needs to be paid to adequate preparation for internal ‘post bulge’ AD promotion so that in the 
longer-term there can be broader geographical representation across all grades;  

 To monitor geographical representation and, in addition to the annual ‘Staffing in the EEAS’ 
exercise, to commission a task force with internal and external expertise to devise longer-term 
strategies to address geographical balance, with a view to compiling and implementing ‘best 
practices’ at the European level (this exercise could be mirrored by a parallel task force on gender 
balance). The internal expertise should include adequate representation from the Commission, 
the Council Secretariat and the European Parliament, so that all EU institutions are held against a 
common standard and not one particular to any institution or the EEAS; 

 The issue of ‘grade equivalence’ between EEAS officials and their national counterparts needs to 
be reviewed. Wherever possible, a rough equivalence in terms of years of service should be aimed 
at in order to discourage impressions of bias or resentment; 

 The CCA should be invited to contribute to and participate in internal reflections on geographical 
(and gender) balance issues, especially bearing in mind their broader mandate in this regard. 
They should contribute in full to the suggested activities above under the supervision of the High 
Representative. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                        
94 For a full exploration of this theme, see David Spence, ‘The Early Days of the European External Action Service: A 
Practitioner’s View’, The Hague Journal of Diplomacy, Vol.7, No. 1, 2012, pp. 115-134. 
95Interview with authors June 2012. 
96 One of the more interesting finding to emerge from the questionnaires and interviews was how this is not done 
systematically at the national level. In some cases, it was difficult to even compile data on the number of candidates for EEAS 
positions. 
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4. GENDER BALANCE 

This section explores the issue of gender balance in the EEAS by taking stock of the initial situation upon 
the founding of the EEAS. The question of gender balance is more amendable to measurable notions of 
‘balance’ than geographical balance, based on societal indicators of the role and representation of 
women. As with the previous section, the question of gender balance is seen as a longer-term issue and 
a number of practical suggestions are therefore forwarded with a view towards encouraging and 
developing the role of women in the EEAS. 
 

4.1 Clearer benchmarks ... and fewer excuses 

The Council decision refers to geographical and gender balance but, for the sake of analysis, they are 
treated as linked but in some ways distinct problems. There are, as indicated, subjective elements when 
trying to determine ‘adequate’ or ‘meaningful’ balances. In the case of any geographical balance within 
the EEAS there are many variables that could be considered, all of which could alter the perception of 
balance or imbalance.  

It should be noted at the outset that ‘equality between women and men is one of the founding 
principles of the European Union’.97 Gender balance is less subjective in the sense that there are wider 
measures of the numbers of women in our societies; there are also statistics on educational attainment 
and other metrics that might be expected to be reflected in the EEAS – and elsewhere in the EU 
institutions. Across the EU there are more women than men (in 2010 there were 104.8 women per 100 
men) and in some cases, like the Baltic states, appreciably more women than men98 In terms of 
employment rates throughout the EU27, 75% of men between the ages of 20 and 64 were employed in 
2011, while the figure for females was 62.3%. In some countries (like Denmark, Finland Germany and 
Sweden) the percentage of females employed is appreciably higher (over 70%) while in others (notably 
Hungary, Italy and Romania) the figures are appreciably lower (in the mid-fiftieth percentile except Italy 
which is just below).99 

A more specific indicator is the number of women among tertiary students in the EU. Overall women 
represented 55.4% of all students in tertiary education in 2010. In some cases there are notably more 
women in tertiary education (Denmark, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia and Sweden all have 
percentages of between 59.2% and 62.7%). Cyprus, Greece, Luxembourg and the Netherlands are all 
below the EU27 average, but for a variety of different reasons. 100  

A further way of looking at the balance would be to take the Viviane Reding’s aspirations to increase the 
presence of women on corporate boards to 30% by 2015 and 40% by 2020.101   With two of the five 
EEAS Corporate Board members being female, the EEAS currently compares rather favourably to the 
private sector where ‘one in three (34%) large companies in the EU and at least half of the companies 
surveyed in ten countries had men-only boards and another third (32%) of companies had just one 

                                                               
97European Commission, ‘Women in Decision-Making’, SpecialEurobarometer 376, Wave EB76.1, March 2012, p.3. 
98Eurostat, Table tps00011 at: 
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/tgm/table.do?tab=table&plugin=1&language=en&pcode=tps00011 . 
99Eurostat, Table tsdec420 at: 
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/tgm/refreshTableAction.do?tab=table&plugin=1&pcode=tsdec420&language=en 
100 Eurostat, Share of women among tertiary students, Table tps00063, at 
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/tgm/table.do?tab=table&init=1&language=en&pcode=tps00063&plugin=1 
101 See Women in economic decision-making in the EU: Progress Report: A 2020 Initiative (Luxembourg: Publications Office of 
the European Union, 2012). 
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female representative; in Europe's largest publicly quoted companies, on average, only one out of ten 
board members is a woman and so are only 3% of board chairpersons’.102 With such a small corporate 
board, it would only take the appointment of a new male High Representative to throw the ratio well 
below the desired level.  If the more general Policy Board (all heads of divisions) is included, the EEAS is 
well off the mark. 
 

4.2 Gender balance in the EEAS from birth to present 

If we now look more at the more specific gender balance for the EEAS the overall gender ratios in the 
EEAS have been relatively constant since its founding in December 2010. The figures for the 
headquarters show that there is roughly a 3:1 male to female balance at AD level which has been more 
or less constant since the Service was founded.  

 

Figure 13: Number of AD Staff (HQ) January 2011-September 2012103 

 

 

Figure 14 looks at the ratios for delegation staff at AD level and it  suggests a slightly different picture, 
much of this having to do with different calculus that enter into the picture when serving in 
delegations. These include the overall security of the country and the delegation venue, the provision of 
various forms of family support (schools, parental leave etc) and the heavily biased male pool of 
potential candidates for delegation positions. 

                                                               
102Women in economic decision-making in the EU, p.4. 
103Data supplied by the European External Action Service, September 2012. 
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Figure 14: Number of AD Staff (Delegations) January 2011-September 2012104 

 

 

The figure above also shows that the delegation staff at AD level has grown overall. This is largely due to 
the assumption of new duties relating to CFSP as a result of the explicit attribution of legal personality 
to the EU in the Lisbon Treaty (TEU, Article 47). With this growth the number of women has almost 
doubled from January 2011 until September 2012, with the ratio of men to women being adjusted from 
almost 5:1 to 3:1 over this period.  The general data, however, only tell a small part of the story.  

 

4.3 Gender and staffing in the EEAS across grades and functions 

In a similar fashion to geographical balance, the extent to which there is perceived to be balance will 
depend partly on where one looks.  The above figures have already made the point that there is an 
imbalance at AD level – which is where most of the attention is focussed since these are the most 
influential and politically sensitive positions.  If other grades are considered, the question of balance 
becomes far more difficult since women tend to be over-represented at the AST grades.  We also see 
some special cases, such as SNEs, where the nature of the secondment tends to attract predominantly 
males. In order to paint a full picture, this section will initially consider balance at the AD level and will 
then briefly sketch balance at other grades. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                               
104 Data supplied by the European External Action Service, September 2012. 

Box 1: Women in the EEAS: overall numbers, separated for 
headquarters (HQ) and delegation (EUDEL) and across the ranks. 

 

AD level  (overall) =  257 (29.0%) 

In EUDEL  (overall) =  24.3% 

AD5-AD8   =  47.4% in HQ, 38.2% in EUDEL 

AD9-12    =  29.4% in HQ, 27.5% in EUDEL 

AD13-16   =  21.7% in HQ, 15.0% in EUDEL 
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The trends shown above reflect a legacy problem posed by DG Relex which, as noted above, is the 
relative seniority of officials being transferred into the Service. The ‘bulge’ in the EEAS at AD level is 
evident at relatively senior grades (AD 12-13) and this is where we also see the highest number of 
female employees at this level.  The slight decline in numbers at these grades suggests that employees 
are either leaving or retiring.  The grades above this have to be treated with some caution since the 
numbers involved are progressively smaller and, like the Corporate Board, a small fluctuation can cause 
a dramatically different balance. 

 

Figure 15: Distribution of grades by gender (HQ) January 2011 and September 2012105 

 

 

The presence of the bottleneck is well recognised and need not be further rehearsed.106 The clear 
implication is that any ‘balancing’ therefore will tend to be done either at the lower levels (where there 
is more nominal balance) or at the higher levels.  In the lower levels it is striking that there is, more or 
less, balance at AD5-6 grades and thereafter the imbalances become progressively more obvious.  The 
presence of the bottleneck also raises the question of how well women at the lower grades are to 
compete internally for higher grades and whether the right kind of mentoring and career guidance is 
available. 

Women in the most senior positions in the EEAS headquarters between the grades AD14-16 currently 
represent 4 (compared to 49 men) and 7 in the delegations (compared to 44 men). At the level of heads 
of delegation, which has been subject to considerable attention from both the gender and 
geographical perspectives, there are 24 women (19.2%) among the 125 heads of delegation (or 
equivalent).107 Of the 125 Heads of Delegation posts, 40 are occupied by Member State diplomats, of 
which 8 are women (or 23.5%).  

 

                                                               
105Data supplied by the European External Action Service, September 2012. 
106 See Syndicat du Personnel des Institutions Européennes, ‘Your promotion to Grade AD14’, CDR 2011, at 
http://www.renouveau-democratie.eu/2011/01/your-promotion-to-grade-ad14/ . 
107 This includes the 121 Heads of Delegation, the 2 Heads of Office, 1 Head of Office/Commission Representative (Gaza and 
the West Bank) and 1 Special Envoy (Somalia) and 27 Deputy Heads of Delegation. 
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Figure 16: Distribution of grades by gender (Delegations) January 2011 and September 
2012108 

 

 

Figure 16 shows broadly the same overarching trends as those for the headquarters, but with even 
lower levels of female representation.  The delegations are important though in the short-term 
attempts to rebalance since there is more staffing flexibility at higher (thus politically visible) levels of 
the EEAS due to the regular rotations. The gradual improvement of female representation at the Heads 
of Delegation level is in part due to the importance attached to this issue by the High Representative 
herself and by her power of appointment at the most senior levels. 

In order to be comprehensive, the assistant (AST) levels will be briefly examined. Of the 646 AST posts, 
194 are held by men (30.0%). 124 of the 459 posts at Headquarters are held by men (27.0%) and 70 of 
187 posts in delegations are held by men (37.4%). Although men are better represented in the 
delegations than in the headquarters, the trend is clearly one where women constitute a decisive 
majority at AST level. The strong presence of Belgian nationals at AST level should be no surprise given 
issues of proximity and language proficiency. 

 

                                                               
108 Data supplied by the European External Action Service, September 2012. 
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Figure 17a: Staffing in the EEAS AST officials and temporary agents in headquarters, June 
2012109 

 

 

Figure 17b: Staffing in the EEAS AST officials and temporary agents in delegations, June 
2012110 

 

                                                               
109 Staffing in the EEAS, The European External Action Service, 1 June 2012, p.9.; difference in nominal groupings reflects the 
overall size of the AST male and female officials and temporary agents. 
110 Staffing in the EEAS, The European External Action Service, 1 June 2012, p.9. 
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A similar picture emerges with contract agents where, like the AST figures above, 119 or 318 posts 
(37.5%) are held by men. 

Seconded national experts (SNEs) constitute a special category since many of the SNEs serve in the 
specialist crisis management bodies in the EEAS with either a military, police of civilian function. Since 
the EU Military Staff comprise a significant portion of the SNEs serving in the EEAS, it will come as no 
surprise that the majority are male. Of the 336 SNEs (306 based in Brussels and 30 in the delegations) 
83.5% are male. It is also worth noting, in relation to geographical balance, that SNE’s do not count 
towards the 30% target. 

The patterns above bear some resemblance to the Commission where similar trends are apparent. If all 
functions, grades and temporary agents are included, some 22.2% of all Commission AD officials are 
women (54.1% men) and 30.2% of AST posts are occupied by women (compared to 15.7% men). A 
similar ‘bulge’ at AD12-13 level is also evident across the Commission with 1,294 women at these levels 
and 2,928 men.111 The EEAS is not therefore unique in the challenges it faces in ensuring better gender 
balance. 

 

Figure 18a: Staffing in the EEAS Contract Agents in headquarters, June 2012112 

 

 

                                                               
111 Figures from Sysper 2 DWH2, 1 September 2012, at  
http://ec.europa.eu/civil_service/docs/europa_sp2_bs_nat_x_grade_en.pdf . 
112 Staffing in the EEAS, The European External Action Service, 1 June 2012, p.10. 
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Figure 18b: Staffing in the EEAS Contract Agents in delegations, June 2012113 

 

 

Figure 19: Staffing in the EEAS Seconded National Experts in headquarters, June 2012114 

 

                                                               
113 Staffing in the EEAS, The European External Action Service, 1 June 2012, p.10. 
114 Staffing in the EEAS, The European External Action Service, 1 June 2012, p.12.In delegations  no Member State has more 
than three female SNEs; Czech Republic, Finland, Romania and Sweden are the only countries with more than four male 
SNEs in delegations and these four countries account for 25% of all SNEs in delegations.   
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4.4 Between legacy and the current state in achieving gender balance: Member States’ 
recruitment base and best practices 

As with geographical balance, legacy issues play a major role in the overall gender balance in the EEAS.  
This has its roots in the relatively seniority of the staff transferred to the EEAS, and the heavily male 
concentration in the higher grades. For the time being the recruitment of staff from the MFAs of the 
Member States presents the only manoeuvring space for balancing the gender in the EEAS staffing in 
terms of both numbers and ranks. Any successful rebalancing, however, will depend heavily upon the 
existence of different forms of balance than those that exist in the Service.  If the Member States broadly 
replicate the picture that has emerged at different levels in the EEAS, the issue of how to reach any 
acceptable balance will be all the more challenging.  

With this in mind, we decided to look more closely at Member States’ MFAs as the source of the 
recruitment (and potential rebalancing) with gender balance as a dependent variable. We identify two 
independent variables. First, we looked at the number of female diplomats in the national diplomacies 
across various ranks. We look specifically (a) at the highest rank – ambassadors; (b) at the minister 
counsellor rank as the lowest rank that permits the assumption of a management position, and; (c) at 
the number of administrators, i.e. desk officers and similar. These three elements allow us to establish 
the recruitment base as well as potential for the future. Secondly, we look at the policies in the Member 
States promoting women’s careers and surmounting various obstacles women might encounter in 
pursuing a diplomatic career. This allows for considerations with regard to active policies promoting 
female candidacies for posts in the EEAS. 

Data on the Member States was gathered by means of two distinct questionnaires as well as from 
relevant secondary sources. We sent both questionnaires to human resource departments of all 
Member States’ MFAs. The first questionnaire was intended for the human resource departments and 
was seeking factual information on the numbers of employees, distribution of posts, educational 
background, etc, as well as questions with regard to approaches to the EEAS recruitment. This 
questionnaire was also sent to the MFA of Croatia. The second questionnaire was also sent to the 
human resource departments in the form of a link to the online survey, with the request to forward it, as 
they deem fit and according to their custom, to all candidates for EEAS positions. As a result, we 
received responses on the first questionnaire from twenty foreign ministries and 155 completed or 
partially completed online questionnaires with candidates from 14 countries.115 

The national MFAs who responded to our questionnaires showed both similarities and differences 
between them when it came to gender balance issues. Most have some form of legislation on equal 
opportunities applicable to public servants, including those in the MFAs. Denmark, for example passed 
legislation to this effect in 1976, Ireland in 1977, Malta in 1994, Lithuania in 1999, Greece in 2000, Italy in 
2001 and Slovenia in 2002. One obvious implication of this is that there are different levels of gender 
consciousness within the respective MFAs as well as variations in terms of the advancement of gender 
specific policies and programmes and also different perceptions of the need for any such action.  

 

                                                               
115 The questionnaires were passed onto the 28 MFAs (with the second questionnaire intended for the candidates for the 
EEAS posts omitted in the case of Croatia) in the course of June. In this report the data received by 20 December is analysed.  
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Figure 20: Distribution of male and female staff in headquarters and in missions (selected 
EU Member States and Croatia)  

 

 

 

Figure 20 shows the distributions of male and female staff, irrespective of the category, in selected 
Member States MFAs.116 The countries selected suggest that there are some similarities with the EEAS. 
Since the figures in response to this question did not require grade specification, they include what in 
EEAS terms would be all AD and AST staff.  There are generally more females in the headquarters (which 
would be most true in the case of the EEAS if AD and AST and other staff, except SNEs, were included) 
and more males in missions.  Like the EEAS, those who work as administrators (which, in this context, 
refer to non-assistant and technical staff) who can assume rotating posts tended to be mainly male. For 
the (non-rotating) assistants and technical staff, the majority were female. 

Figure 21 takes a closer look at the higher echelons of the selected national diplomatic services. From 
among the twenty foreign ministries, the Finnish foreign ministry with 40% (closely followed by the 
Swedish foreign ministry with 38%) have the highest proportion of serving female ambassadors. This is 
important since the applications to EU Heads of Delegation positions in the EEAS have all been of 
ambassadorial rank or equivalent. Hence, the existence of heavy male domination at the senior levels of 
the MFAs suggests that most of the candidates for the senior positions in the EEAS are likely to be 
male.117 The importance of adopting and enforcing gender sensitive recruitment practices within the 
Service is thus underlined.  

 

                                                               
116 Selected Member States refers to those member stataes whose data we were able to obtain by the means of the 
questionnaire.  
117 In fact, this was confirmed in the interviews in the EEAS,  MRD C, September 2012.  
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Figure 21: Ambassadors Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary in select EU members and 
Croatia (grade equivalents)118  

 

 

The situation at the Minister-Counsellor grade, shown in Figure 22, shows that males are a majority in 
most cases, but that females are far better represented than at the higher levels. In the case of this 
grade, which may be assumed as the lowest rank still eligible for a management position, we already 
see a considerable difference in comparison to the ambassador level in distribution of males and 
females. In the cases of Slovenia and Finland the number of female minister counsellors is even higher 
than that of males, whereas in Greece the gap closes considerably compared to the highest levels. In 
Slovakia and Lithuania, in whose cases the number of female ambassadors represents only 10% of the 
overall ambassadors’ posts, there are slightly more female minister counsellors than male.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                               
118 Data supplied to authors, August 2012. 
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Figure 22: Minister Counsellor grade staff in MFA of select EU members and Croatia  

 

 

Figure 23: Administrative grade staff in MFAs of select EU members119  

                                                               
119 The use of the term ‘administrator’ encompasses both those who can assume rotating positions (like IT staff) and those 
who are permanently based in the national capitals.  
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At the lowest levels the picture again changes (see Figure 23) with a number of countries with majority 
female administrative staff. Compared to the higher echelons, the differences between genders are 
narrower (with the possible exception of Italy). The figures from the administrative grade staff also 
suggest that the newer EU members are more likely to have largely or predominantly female staff. This 
may be accounted for by recruitment practices, but it may also be due to the attractiveness of pay and 
conditions in the public sector (especially if it is viewed as a second income).  

The overall picture suggested by the above country samples (Figures 21-23) is that the overall pattern is 
one of male dominance, notably at the higher levels and less so at the administrative grades. Although 
Finland proves to be the exception and the most balance just in terms of numerical parity across the 
grades, the general picture tends to reflect that of the gender divisions witnessed in the EEAS. The 
obvious implication of the survey data is that if it is hoped to carry out rebalancing through applications 
from the Member States for EEAS positions, frustration is likely to follow.  This is especially apparent at 
the highest levels where, by default, most of the candidates are likely to be male. 

We also asked specific questions to find out whether there were any national ‘best practices’ that are 
worth considering for adaptation to the EEAS setting. We separated practices into those with regard to 
a) recruitment, b) promotion, c) abroad posting, d) family-friendly approaches and e) mainstreaming 
gender. Five (Austria, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and Romania) out of the respondents have 
specific measures to encourage women to apply to join diplomatic service, while five (Czech Republic, 
Finland, Germany, Hungary and Ireland) have dedicates schemes to support women’s career paths. We 
suggested a number of potential structural obstacles in women’s career paths and asked human 
resource departments if they thought they applied to their respective ministries. Only a handful of 
Member States human resource departments ticked off some of the obstacles. The most frequent 
obstacles identified by our sample of twenty Member States are: support for the spouse and spousal 
employment during foreign posting, heavily/mainly male promotion panels, lack of general 
management experience and lack of peer role models. In addition, lack of financial management 
experience, active discouragement from male colleagues to apply for promotion and inadequate 
support for children’s schooling were also identified by at least one of the Member States as structural 
obstacles to women’s careers in their ministry.  

One of the cases that stood out was Ireland where there are a number of specific measures to support 
women’s career paths. In this particular case, male dominance remains prevalent at the higher levels 
(Assistant Secretary and above) but the numbers of first to third secretary grades stands out for its 
relative balance (168 males and 153 female). In Ireland’s case there is an online Gender Equality Forum 
within the MFA and a Women’s Manager’s Network is to be launched shortly. The Management 
Advisory Committee has a sub-group on Gender Equality (established in July 2012) and the committee 
may also call on advice from a Gender Equality Expert. In addition, specific training (‘confident 
communications’) has been offered to female employees.120 

The Dutch example also provides food for thought. In this case the Dutch MFA has instituted a policy 
‘aimed at promoting diversity and inclusiveness’. Specific attention is paid to achieving a balanced 
gender composition during the rotation of posts. When it comes to recruitment, the ‘commissions’ 
(selection committees) consists of equal numbers of men and women. The Dutch MFA has also set 
themselves specific targets to achieve (30% women in grades 14 and higher and 4% in grades 15 and 
above).121 The Austrian MFA also has a specific mentoring programme for women. 

                                                               
120 Information supplied to authors, July 2012. 
121 Information supplied to authors, August 2012. 
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The Italian MFA has recognised the specific challenges of deploying married diplomats overseas. With 
this in mind a commitment has been made to ‘facilitating the appointment of its married staff to the 
same Office abroad or to cities where different branches of the Italian diplomatic and consular structure 
are deployed’.122 In a number of cases, like Ireland, the Netherlands and Slovenia the lack of support for 
accompanying spouses or partners for overseas postings, including employment opportunities, was 
seen as a serious structural impediment for promoting the role of women. The Italian MFA is also 
equipped with a kindergarten for the children of employees.  

The United Kingdom, who did not respond to our questionnaires in spite of promising material, also 
provides some potentially useful examples.  In their case women account for 25% of the workforce in 
the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) and in the senior management level 22 percent, although 
the overall balance taking into all grades is 44-56 percent.  
 

Profile of FCO UK Based Staff by Grade and Gender123 

Grade  Female Male 

Senior Management  22%  78%  

D7  33%  67%  

D6  37%  63%  

C5  32%  68%  

C4  44%  56%  

B3  52%  48%  

A2  61%  39%  

A1  55%  45%  

Overall  44%  56%  
 

The policies adopted for gender equality in the FCO are part of a wider equality drive based on the 2012 
Equality Act.  One of the objectives of the FCO is for its ‘senior management structure gender profile’ to 
increasingly represent the ‘gender profile of the UK’s working population’ -- which suggests a possible 
criteria for ‘balance’.124  Given the lack of diversity at senior levels, the FCO has admitted that it needs to 
‘understand the reasons why women are choosing not to apply to the FCO’s Senior Management 
Structure’.125 The potential improvements suggested include: 

 Increasing the number of senior women role models; 

 Increasing the availability of flexible (and in particular part-time) working positions, particularly in 
the Senior Management Structure; 

 Increase the provision of networks and mentor support; 

 Addressing the perception and reality of a long-hours working culture. 

                                                               
122 Information supplied to authors, August 2012. 
123 A report by the Foreign and Commonwealth Office in response to the Equality Act 2010, April 2012, available at 
https://www.gov.uk/government/.../equality-report-2012.pdf.  The FCO grades go from A1 (lowest) to D5 (highest). 
124 Ibid. p.21. 
125 Ibid. Loc cit. 
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The FCO is also implementing a range of monitoring and mentoring schemes, designed to promote 
equality. One of the most important is the legislative imperative (the Equality Act) to regularly monitor 
diversity and to draw up action plans on how to tackle any lack of equality.  Such monitoring is 
designed to go beyond the recruitment phase and will monitor, consult and report on equality factors 
throughout a civil servant’s career.  Specific elements aimed at implementing equality measures include 
equality training; assessing and consulting on the impact of policies;  and constant monitoring of 
policies and services. 

Many of the objectives and suggestions for improvement would apply with equal force to the EEAS.  
Although these observations are open to the objection that the size and resources of the larger Member 
States may afford them options not available to the smaller and less well resourced diplomatic services, 
it is worth noting the there are examples outside the EU  (like Norway, Australia) where pro-active 
schemes have been successfully implemented. Australian measures to promote women in diplomatic 
service include, among others, paid child minding during the time of short trips abroad (e.g. to 
conferences), a liaison officer in the human rights department specialised for family solutions and an 
active pursuit of mutual agreements on partner employment with third countries. Furthermore, the 
policy also advocates that there needs to be at least one woman on every promotion panel, women are 
encouraged to participate in international conferences (as short term posting, identified to be unlikely 
undertaken by women) and women’s participation forms part of their and their manager’s evaluation. 
Mentoring schemes are also set up to help women with identification of role models.126  

In addition, a number of gender mainstreaming best practices with regard to personnel policy (as well 
as gender mainstreaming in foreign policy) are available, which can be adopted irrespective of the size 
of the ministry and have very little impact on the budget. Jogan, Stefanović Kajzer and Božović have 
suggested best practices in internal communication as well as in bilateral consultation with third 
countries. These include paying constant attention to gender neutral language and the identification of 
issues in which stereotypes can be fought and which could raise awareness of gender issues. Training is 
another component where gender can be mainstreamed and awareness raised. There are at least four 
levels in which training can be helpful: 1) initial obligatory training to include ethical issues also 
specifically related to gender issues, stereotypes and goals with regard to balance as well as approaches 
to attaining it; 2) training content and materials to be consistently approved for gender neutrality. 
Further, 3) mentoring to include more women as supervisors (but not only women to women; cross-
gender mentoring indeed brings more awareness) and, finally, 4) support for women networks and 
their initiatives with regard to specialised training needs for women managers and also women at the 
beginning of their careers.127 

Our data gathered from the Member States’ MFAs shows that there is a structural problem with regard 
to the available recruitment base of women for the EEAS within the national MFAs. The EEAS therefore 
reflects the underrepresentation of women at the highest levels found in the Member States surveyed. 
What the data from the selected Member States suggests is that this will gradually change. There are 
now more women at the administrator level and the lower management ranks. The survey data also 
showed that a number of MFAs are actively promoting policies that will enable women to pursue their 
careers and to aspire to the higher ranks in the MFAs. In the longer-term this can be expected to have 
an impact upon the recruitment pool for positions in the EEAS. The Service could do its part to promote 

                                                               
126 Moreen Dee and Felicity Volk, ‘Avstraljia: ženske v diplomaciji,’ in: Jazbec M. (Ed.) Sociologija diplomacije: izhodišča, okvir in 
študije primerov (Ljubljana: Fakulteta za družbene vede, 2012), pp. 211-226. 
127 Maca Jogan, Milena Stefanović Kajzer, Maja Božović, ‘Diplomacija in spolna neenakost’, in Jazbec M. (Ed.), Sociologija 
diplomacije: izhodišča, okvir in študije primerov (Ljubljana: Fakulteta za družbene vede, 2012), pp. 169-210. 
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this trend by adopting gender sensitive recruitment and promotion policies. A number of specific 
recommendations appear below to this end. 

In little less than two years of existence, issue of underrepresentation of women has been 
acknowledged and addressed at the highest level. Deputy Secretary-General Schmidt, with the support 
of the HR/VP, initiated meetings of women managers in the EEAS to discuss relevant issue and see how 
to approach them and support women in the EEAS. Issues initially identified included the lack of female 
applicants for the jobs in the EEAS and specifically in certain third countries/regions, 
inadequate/insufficient spousal support and interview performance in application panels. Helga 
Schmidt initiated informal gatherings of women managers, with a substantive agenda to tackle these 
issues and with a high profile guest (female diplomat) to address the EEAS diplomats. Further, she 
proposed for smaller teams to be set-up to brainstorm and seek solutions to the issues identified. In a 
follow-up to the initial idea of such a female network, coaching and mentoring as well as substitutions 
for maternity leave were identified as further measures and issues respectively that can address the 
structural obstacles. Among the proposals were one-day shadowing by a junior female diplomat of the 
female manager. These proposals are all in the nascent stages and time will be needed to formalise 
them, make them constant, inclusive and elaborate them and for them to bear fruit.128   

 

4.5 Summary 

Gender balance differs from geographical balance in a number of fundamental ways. The most obvious 
is that there is no obvious measure of what an ideal geographical balance is or how it might be 
determined. When it comes to gender balance there is less ambiguity since the necessary metrics are 
more apparent (this study suggests that women as a proportion of the population or of those in tertiary 
education). Women are arguably over-represented at AST level while they remain notably under-
represented at AD level. Women are most notably under-represented at the most senior levels of the 
EEAS. 

The gender imbalances are part of a well-established legacy problem stemming from DG Relex which 
may also be found in most (but not all) parts of the Commission. The heavy presence of women in 
tertiary education (a majority in some EU Member States) suggests that there is no obvious reason in 
terms of basic qualifications and skills for this imbalance. The imbalance may, however, be perpetrated 
for the immediate future by not only the legacy problems inherited from the Commission and Council 
Secretariat, but also due to the recruitment of national diplomats which often reflects national gender 
bias in the diplomatic services of the Member States.  

There are specific areas in the EEAS that will be less subject to gender (re)balancing such as the more 
specialised crisis management bodies like the EU Military Staff. Careful thought will also be required 
regarding the EU’s delegations. If they are to be attractive due consideration will have to be made 
regarding spousal employment or at least accompaniment, adequate schooling provisions through 
local or international schools, return trips and parental leave. Some of these points are addressed in the 
most recent adaptations to the Staffing Regulations and any further improvements will obviously have 
to be weighed against any financial and resource considerations. These are though particular cases.  

The overall aim should be to promote the longer-term aim of introducing more women into the Service 
so that the eventual balance reflects the composition of the populations of the EU Member States 

                                                               
128 The initiative has so far been left at this stage, i.e. with one meeting with some of the EEAS female managers and a follow-
up letter identifiyng further issues.  
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themselves. At a minimum, it is difficult for the Commission to promote the idea of a 40 per cent female 
representation in the corporate board rooms when so many of the EU institutions fall woefully short in 
this regard. 
 

4.6 Recommendations 

 The role and grade of women in the EU institutions and the EEAS should reflect the external 
positions adopted by the EU regarding the role of women, most notably at senior levels. In this 
regard it is important that the EU is seen as an exemplar and not the promoter of potential 
double-standards; 

 Continuing recognition that gender imbalances need addressing as part of a longer-term 
strategy to attract, retain and promote women, accompanied by awareness measures 
undertaken with regard to internal communication, third country consultations as well as in 
training; 

 Vacancy notices should include reference to the gender balance objectives of the Service and 
should include a standard clause on EEAS support for a family-friendly work environment (with 
contact information for further information); 

 All selection (and promotion) panels should include at least one representative of each gender, 
this includes at the higher levels where there is evident difficulty in always ensuring this at the 
moment. The Member States should also be encouraged to help ensure this on a systematic basis 
through their representatives in the CCA; 

 The HR departments of the MFAs should be encouraged to systematically collect data on the role 
and rank of women in the diplomatic services. Representatives of the relevant departments 
should be invited by the EEAS (MDR C) to the EEAS for intermittent seminars or workshops on 
gender-related issues in external relations. The meetings would serve to highlight the EU-wide 
importance of gender balance issues and would also service to highlight potential ‘best practices’ 
stemming from national practice and experience; 

 The EEAS (MDR C) should be encouraged to draw up a longer-term strategy for gender balance 
drawing upon internal studies, the results from workshops with national counterparts (see above) 
and with the involvement of the CCA. A special unit within MDR C could be established to 
support and give advice on gender and family related matters. Failing this a task force should be 
established within the EEAS’s MDR C to reflect upon gender specific issues in recruitment, 
promotion, evaluation and training. Appraisals of managers could include criteria on gender 
balance;  

 The task force (above) could also consider possible obstacles to deployment of female staff in 
short to medium-term assignments outside the headquarters. Where a systematic lack of 
deployability is observed in the annual activity reports of staff, the task force (or a designated 
body) should investigate.  Family-friendly policies should address family obligations as reasons 
for not taking-up short-to-medium term assignments overseas. If the reasons are related to the 
unbalanced attribution of responsibility (i.e. female staff not entrusted with responsibility 
commensurate with their position), this should be addressed; 

 A permanent rapporteur should be attached to the CCA acting under the Chair of the CCA and 
the head of MDR C (Human Resources) in the EEAS, whose task would be to promote successful 
career development and to instil best practice in recruitment policy. He/she will have special 
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responsibilities regarding oversight for gender and geographical balance by developing criteria, 
monitoring and reporting. The rapporteur will, by definition, be a senior person of superior or 
equivalent grade to the applicant. The rapporteur’s observations should inform the yearly report 
on the occupation of posts in the EEAS to the European Parliament and the Council and provide 
recommendations, where appropriate;  

 The CCA should establish a rule that each gender has to be represented by at least one member 
in a three-member body.  The CCA might also consider striving for 50% of the 
selection/promotion panels to be composed of women (this would imply more use of CCA 
expertise from the Member States); 

 Female managers should network to engage in providing advice, coaching and training, within 
their capacity, to female candidates for managerial positions. Mentoring systems can either be 
informal (to share advice and experience) or more formal with managers charged with specific 
tasks. Mentors should be reflected at different levels in the service (not only junior or newcomers); 

 External experts with relevant expertise should be involved in EEAS seminars or workshops and 
be encourage to supplement gaps in internal expertise (on, for instance, gender specific 
mentoring); 

 A EEAS-organised kindergarten and nursing room (for non-contagiously sick children) and 
possibly a child-minding service for short absences from the HQ should all be subject to feasibility 
studies; 

 Induction training should include a section on ethical issues, which also addresses gender 
balance goals and policies in the Service; 

 The profile of female diplomats in the EEAS should be made more visible; 

 With the delegations in mind, a Partners and Children’s facility should be created within EEAS 
(MDR C) in order to encourage more partners to serve in delegations, or accompany a partner, 
with specific information of job prospects at the location of the delegation in question and, 
similarly, re-entry advice upon return from delegations. Information on local employment at the 
site of the delegation could usefully be coordinated and shared with local EU Member State 
representation; 

 A standard questionnaire of family-related issues for the delegation officers with personnel 
responsibilities should be established and completed prior to posting. This would permit the 
dissemination of information beforehand and may help to predict obvious problems; 

 When preparing for deployment overseas spouses/partners should be included in the relevant 
language instruction. 
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ANNEXES 

The tables below are supplementary source material behind many of the figures that appear in the text. 
The annex is designed to facilitate access to more detailed information for those who may require it.  
Reference is given to the relevant figures. 

 

Table 1 see Figures 2a+b 

  female  male 

 Nb Persons % Nb Persons % 

AD16     2 100 % 

AD15 2 15 % 11 85 % 

AD14 2 11 % 17 89 % 

AD13 7 16 % 38 84 % 

AD12 25 23 % 84 77 % 

AD11 8 24 % 25 76 % 

AD10 10 38 % 16 62 % 

AD9 7 39 % 11 61 % 

AD8 8 67 % 4 33 % 

AD7 3 50 % 3 50 % 

AD6 2 40 % 3 60 % 

AD5 13 54 % 11 46 % 

AD 87 28 % 225 72 % 

AST11 2 22 % 7 78 % 

AST10 1 8 % 11 92 % 

AST9 10 48 % 11 52 % 

AST8 12 63 % 7 37 % 

AST7 30 71 % 12 29 % 

AST6 38 83 % 8 17 % 

AST5 48 83 % 10 17 % 

AST4 41 76 % 13 24 % 

AST3 10 59 % 7 41 % 

AST2 23 88 % 3 12 % 

AST1 37 88 % 5 12 % 

AST 252 73 % 94 27 % 
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Table 2 see Figures 4a+b 
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Table 3 see Figures 5a+b 

 

 

 

 

COUNTRIES Member State 
Diplomats 

% of total staff AD Officials % of total staff Total % of total staff 

Austria 11 1.2% 17 1.9% 28 3.1% 

Belgium 15 1.6% 48 5.2% 63 6.9% 

Bulgaria 9 1.0% 3 0.3% 12 1.3% 

Cyprus 1 0.1% 3 0.3% 4 0.4% 

Czech rep. 12 1.3% 11 1.2% 23 2.5% 

Denmark 6 0.7% 17 1.9% 23 2.5% 

Estonia 7 0.8% 5 0.5% 12 1.3% 

Finland 8 0.9% 17 1.9% 25 2.7% 

France 31 3.4% 90 9.8% 121 13.2% 

Germany 14 1.5% 71 7.7% 85 9.3% 

Greece 7 0.8% 25 2.7% 32 3.5% 

Hungary 8 0.9% 8 0.9% 16 1.7% 

Ireland 6 0.7% 16 1.7% 22 2.4% 

Italy 12 1.3% 88 9.6% 100 10.9% 

Latvia 5 0.5% 4 0.4% 9 1.0% 

Lithuania 4 0.4% 6 0.7% 10 1.1% 

Luxembourg 2 0.2% 2 0.2% 4 0.4% 

Malta 5 0.5% 2 0.2% 7 0.8% 

Netherlands 8 0.9% 23 2.5% 31 3.4% 

Poland 9 1.0% 29 3.2% 38 4.1% 

Portugal 7 0.8% 20 2.2% 27 2.9% 

Romania 8 0.9% 2 0.2% 10 1.1% 

Slovakia 6 0.7% 3 0.3% 9 1.0% 

Slovenia 3 0.3% 3 0.3% 6 0.7% 

Spain 13 1.4% 77 8.4% 90 9.8% 

Sweden 10 1.1% 26 2.8% 36 3.9% 

United 21 2.3% 54 5.9% 75 8.2% 

TOTAL 248 27% 670 73.0% 918 100% 
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Table 4 see Figure 7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 see Figure 8 

 

COUNTRIES Ambassadors Envoys 
Ministers  

Counsellors 

General  

Consuls 
SUM 

Average 
mission 
size  
(people) 

SLOVENIA 7.84 23.25 12.46 0.70 44.25 8

MALTA 14.92 0.00 0.00 0.00 14.92 5

GREECE 8.42 0.00 11.03 1.82 21.27 10

SLOVAKIA 8.48 0.00 0.26 0.86 9.6 11

ESTONIA 6.23 0.00 0.00 0.64 6.87 9.4

CROATIA 4.42 3.71 7.34 1.74 17.21 9.6

NETHERLANDS   10

AUSTRIA 7.01 0.00 0.00 0.83 7.84 12

LITHUANIA 4.10 5.47 9.94 0.62 20.13 10

ITALY 0.74 4.86 0.07 1.05 6.72 21

 

COUNTRY %  

SLOVENIA 44.96 

MALTA 63.49 

GREECE 40.89 

SLOVAKIA 33.56 

ESTONIA 46.81 

CROATIA 46.80 

AUSTRIA 35,64 

LITHUANIA 50.81 

ITALY 20.54 
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Table 6 see Figure 10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7 see Figure 11 

 

Possible obstacle Yes (N) No (N) 

Lack of prior experience 3 3 

Lack of specific geographical experience 2 4 

Lack of specific thematic experience 2 4 

Lack of clear vision and/or ideas for action 1 5 

Adequate general management experience 2 4 

Adequate financial management experience (administering 
large budgets) 

3 3 

Perceived preference for nationality of successful candidates 1 6 

Perceived advantage with regard to applying to a particular 
country/region 

1 5 

Lack of senior positions 1 5 

Glass ceilings (i.e. informal barriers) 2 5 

Gender barriers (male or female) 1 5 

Specific bottlenecks (i.e. AD 12/13 1 5 

Lack of equivalence between national/EEAS grades 6 2 

Linguistic skills for core languages 1 5 

Cultural factors 1 5 

 

Understanding of merit Yes (N) No (N) 

The meaning of merit is clear 6 2 

Merit might imply geographical preference 5 3 

The meaning of merit differs with rank/seniority 6 2 

Geographical balance might take precedence in certain 
circumstances 

6 2 

Merit may favour internal (EU officials) appointments 4 4 

In some circumstances merit favours national officials 5 3 
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Table 8 see Figure 12 

 

Elements of the selection procedure Yes (N) No (N)

Did you have adequate time to respond? 8 0 

Were the selection criteria clear? 7 1 

Were the eligibility criteria clear? 6 1 

Was the nature of the specified duties clear? 7 1 

Were the pay and conditions clear? 7 1 

Did the selection criteria and the nature of the duties match with the advertised grade? 6 2 

Were the comparative eligibility criteria fair for national applicants& EU officials? 5 1 

Was the application of the equal opportunities policy transparent? 5 3 

Were the pre-selection procedures transparent? 2 6 

Did candidates who passed the pre-selection have enough time to prepare for an interview? 5 2 

Were you clear about the general and specific roles of the Consultative Committee on 
Appointments within the EEAS? 

2 6 
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Table 10 see Figures 17a+b 

 

 Headquarters Delegation  

 Men Women Men Women Sum: 

Austria 1 5 4 1 11 

Belgium 32 73 27 29 161 

Bulgaria   4     4 

Cyprus         0 

Czech rep.   10   1 11 

Denmark 5 9 1 2 17 

Estonia   6   1 7 

Finland 6 8 1 9 24 

France 12 28 5 8 53 

Germany 7 20 5 12 44 

Greece 8 17   2 27 

Hungary   8   1 9 

Ireland 3 7   5 15 

Italy 15 22 4 4 45 

Latvia   3     3 

Lithuania 1 1   1 3 

Luxembourg         0 

Malta   4     4 

Netherlands 4 9 5 7 25 

Poland 2 18   1 21 

Portugal 8 13 3 7 31 

Romania 2 8     10 

Slovakia   2     2 

Slovenia 1 6   1 8 

Spain 7 22 8 6 43 

Sweden 6 15 4 7 32 

United Kingdom 4 17 3 12 36 

SUM 124 335 70 117 646 
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Table 11 see Figures 18a+b 

 

 

 Headquarters Delegation  

 Men Women Men Women Sum: 

Austria     1 6 7 

Belgium 14 26 11 32 83 

Bulgaria   2   4 6 

Cyprus         0 

Czech rep.   1 1   2 

Denmark       1 1 

Estonia         0 

Finland 1   1 1 3 

France 6 13 16 30 65 

Germany 2 4 6 7 19 

Greece 1 1 1 1 4 

Hungary   1 1   2 

Ireland 1   2   3 

Italy 9 11 7 12 39 

Latvia 1       1 

Lithuania       2 2 

Luxembourg         0 

Malta         0 

Netherlands     1   1 

Poland 1 2     3 

Portugal 1 2 4 4 11 

Romania 2 4 2 3 11 

Slovakia   2   1 3 

Slovenia     1   1 

Spain 8 15 10 5 38 

Sweden     1 1 2 

United Kingdom 2 3 4 2 11 

Sum: 49 87 70 112 318 
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Table 12 see Figure 19 

 

 Headquarters Delegation  

 Men Women Men Women Sum: 

Austria 8   1   9 

Belgium 10 1     11 

Bulgaria 7     1 8 

Cyprus 1       1 

Czech rep. 4 4 2 3 13 

Denmark 3 3 1   7 

Estonia 1       1 

Finland 7 5   2 14 

France 33 2   1 36 

Germany 33 3 1   37 

Greece 5 1     6 

Hungary 4 1 1   6 

Ireland 5 1     6 

Italy 26 3 1   30 

Latvia 1 1     2 

Lithuania 2       2 

Luxembourg 1       1 

Malta 1       1 

Netherlands 18 3 5   26 

Poland 17 1 2   20 

Portugal 6   1   7 

Romania 8 5 1 2 16 

Slovakia 3 1     4 

Slovenia 1 2 1   4 

Spain 20 2 1   23 

Sweden 16 4 2 1 23 

United Kingdom 20 2     22 

SUM 261 45 20 10 336 
 




